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Abstract 

Mental representation is the process by which an individual simulates an event in their 

mind’s eye. This process is the foundation of the ability to remember the past, engage in 

prospective thinking, or imagine fictitious scenarios. An individual can mentally represent any 

event through their own eyes—the first-person perspective or from the viewpoint of an external 

observer—the third-person perspective. The perspective of representation influences outcomes 

related to memory, visuospatial processing, affect, social cognition, clinical diagnoses, and 

language processing. In turn, an individual’s tendency to favour either perspective is shaped by 

related factors. 

The current research consists of four experiments, designed to characterize and contrast 

the electrophysiological correlates of mental representation from each perspective and the 

associated cognitive load. To this end, electroencephalography (EEG) was used to capture 

changes in slow-cortical potentials (SCPs), while participants formed mental representations 

based on short sentences, from either visual perspective. SCPs have a longer duration than other 

event-related potentials (ERPs) and originate primarily in the cortex; SCP negativity was used to 

index the cognitive load associated with mental representation. 

Experiment 1 showed that third-person perspective imagining required more cognitive 

effort and that switching from the first- to the third-person perspective required more cognitive 

effort than performing the opposite switch. This difference was primarily observed in prefrontal 

electrodes, leading up to the perspective switch, at which point the effect the effect was observed 

across all but occipital electrodes. Third-person perspective events were rated as being easier to 

imagine when initially generated from the first-person perspective. Experiment 2 showed that 

concurrently manipulating personal pronouns and perspective cues did not effect reliable 
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differences in SCP amplitudes but did influence the vividness of objects, locations, emotions, 

and the sense of touch. Experiments 3a and 3b showed that (morphosyntactic-given) temporal 

information modulated the impact of perspective on SCPs, during autobiographical memory 

(AM) retrieval/maintenance. Following perfective (but not imperfective) accomplishment cues, 

vividness ratings were higher for the first-person perspective. 

Discussions further interpret and contextualize these novel results. Together, the current 

experiments showed that SCP amplitudes differentiated between first- and third-person 

perspective mental representation, but the timeline and magnitude of the observed differences 

varied greatly across experiments based on the influences of perspective-switching, lexical 

aspect (activities versus accomplishments), grammatical aspect (imperfective versus perfective), 

personal pronouns (“I” versus “He”/“She”), and type of mental representation (imagined events 

versus autobiographical memories). These variations occurred despite the consistency of the 

experimental stimuli and their presentation, across all experiments. As such, recommendations 

are provided for greater control of these factors in further SCP-based research. 
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Chapter 1 

Mental representation allows us to recall and visualize memories, transform words into 

the events they represent, plan for possible futures, or imagine impossible occurrences. Events 

can be represented from any visual perspective—a property that is intimately tied to social, 

emotional, and clinical outcomes. As such, it is crucial that we deepen our understanding of the 

neural processing associated with perspective and mental representation. 

This document reports on a series of four experiments that investigated the cognitive 

effort associated with engaging in mental representation from the first- or the third-person 

perspective, based on short sentences, describing common events (e.g., “I was building the 

house”). Cognitive effort was indexed using slow-cortical potentials (SCPs), captured through 

electroencephalography (EEG), which was used to record electrophysiological changes from 

participants’ heads as they read and visualized each sentence from the indicated perspective. 

These experiments sought to determine the relative levels of cognitive load associated 

with using the first- or the third-person perspective during mental representation, which 

consisted of visualizing imagined or autobiographical events. Experiments also aimed to identify 

the cognitive effort of switching perspectives and of adopting a specified perspective, based on 

stimuli that vary according to personal pronoun (i.e., “I” or “He”/“She”). Across experiments, 

this project also sought to explore how temporal information modifies the differences in 

cognitive effort associated with each perspective. Crucially, the project also aimed to refine a 

simple, effective, well-controlled methodology for future research on visual perspective and 

associated behavioural/electrophysiological outcomes. 

Mental Representation 
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A large portion of any individual’s life involves engaging in various forms of mental 

representation. Mind wandering is estimated to feature in approximately 46.9% of an 

individual’s activities. Indeed, the mind-wandering state has been described as the brain’s default 

mode of operation (Killingsworth & Gilbert, 2010). Prospective thinking has been shown to 

provide benefits for emotional regulation, planning, and goal completion (Schacter et al., 2008). 

In language comprehension, situation models are constructed to represent event entities, objects, 

settings, and the relationships between these elements (Johnson-Laird, 1983; van Dijk & 

Kintsch, 1983). It has been found that imagining, AM recall, prospective thinking, and 

experiencing real-life events are processes with similar neural correlates (Addis et al., 2007; 

D’Argembeau & Linden, 2012; Schacter et al., 2008). In the current document, the term “mental 

representation” is used to refer to the general construction and maintenance of a situation model, 

including the two forms of mental representation investigated in the current experiments—event 

imagining and autobiographical memory retrieval/maintenance. 

Visual Perspective 

 Individuals view real life through their own eyes, using the first-person perspective. 

They can form mental representations from this perspective as well. Additionally, mental 

representations can occur from the viewpoint of an observer—the third-person perspective 

(Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Robinson & Swanson, 1993). It is estimated that 51–65% and 41–65% 

of mental representations are viewed from the first- and third-person perspectives, respectively 

(Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Hong et al., 2019; Mace et al., 2011; Rice & Rubin, 2010). Events 

described through language can spontaneously be formed into mental representations from either 

perspective (Bergen et al., 2007). It has been shown that the perspective of representation is 
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related to socio-affective and clinical characteristics. Other research has investigated the neural 

correlates of visual perspective. 

Perspective and Socio-affective Factors 

It has been shown that the perspective used to represent an event is related to various 

socio-affective factors and neural responses. The perspective adopted by an individual is 

intermingled with their sense of self. When individuals visualize memories that conflict with 

their current self-concept, they are more likely to do so from the third-person perspective. 

Further, individuals display more optimism towards engaging in behaviours that are consistent 

with their self-concept after adopting the third-person perspective to recall behaviours that are 

inconsistent with the relevant facets of their self-concept (Libby & Eibach, 2002). Related 

research showed that—among individuals with low self-esteem—visualizing past failures from 

the third-person perspective led to greater overgeneralization, negativity associated with self-

knowledge, and feelings of shame. In contrast, high self-esteem individuals experienced reduced 

feelings of shame when visualizing such scenarios from the third-person perspective (Libby et 

al., 2011). 

It has also been shown that actions visualized from the third-person perspective were 

more likely to be construed as abstract; conversely, abstract action representations were more 

likely to evoke the third-person perspective (Libby et al., 2009; Shaeffer et al., 2015). Another 

study showed that first- versus third-person visualization of future actions led to stronger 

intentions to perform those actions (Rennie et al., 2014). Visualizing regrettable past occurrences 

from the third-person perspective resulted in a relative reduction in feelings of regret for actions 

but also an increase in feelings of regret for inactions (Valenti et al., 2011). Sentences beginning 

with “you” versus “he/she” led to greater sensitivity to emotional information (Child et al., 
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2018). Collectively, these findings from social psychology highlight the influence of visual 

perspective and pronouns on interpersonal relations and emotional processing. 

 

Other research has investigated how visual perspective is related to empathy. Mentally 

representing the self—versus another person—experiencing pain led to greater activation in the 

secondary somatosensory cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and the insula; this also led to higher 

pain ratings. Mentally representing another person in pain was associated with greater relative 

activation in the posterior cingulate/precuneus and the right temporo-parietal junction (Jackson et 

al., 2006). A similar study showed that visualization as the “self” led to greater relative activation 

in the supramarginal gyrus. Conversely, visualizing from the perspective of an “other” was 

associated with greater relative activation in dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal areas as 

well as the superior temporal sulcus. A time course analysis of the activation also led the authors 

to conclude that visualizing as the self appears to be a more automatic process, while 

visualization as another requires greater effort over an extended timeframe (van der Heiden et al., 

2013). A subsequent meta-analysis on pain-empathy studies aimed to disentangle the neural 

correlates of visuospatial perspective and self-other distinctions. It was found that both 

perspectives are associated with regions involved in affective empathy and distinguish between 

the self and others. Additionally, the first-person perspective was associated with greater 

activation in regions linked to affect and cognitive elements of empathy. However, subtractive 

contrasts showed that activation magnitude did not vary, in any region, as a function of visual 

perspective. Activation patterns varied according to whether focus was placed on the self, 

another, or a stimulus; this effect was further modified by the form of pain depicted/represented 

(Jauniaux et al., 2019).  
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Perspective and Clinical Outcomes 

Visual perspective is also related to various clinical conditions. People diagnosed with 

PTSD have been found to recall the inciting events more often from the first-person perspective 

(McIsaac & Eich, 2004). The recollection of such memories from the third- versus the first-

person perspective was tied to lower levels of emotion and a reduced likelihood of anxiety 

provocation (Mcisaac & Eich, 2002; McIsaac & Eich, 2004) but also to perpetuated and 

exacerbated PTSD symptoms, long-term (Kenny et al., 2009). As a result, it has been suggested 

that individuals with PTSD who favour the third-person perspective may benefit from learning to 

switch to the first-person perspective to overcome their dependence on using third-person-

perspective recall, as this may constitute an avoidance strategy. 

For imagined obsessional events and/or recalled negative events, OCD symptom severity 

is positively correlated with tendencies towards third-person perspective mental representation. It 

was also found that intentional adoption of the third-person perspective reduced obsessional 

event vividness, while intentional adoption of the first-person perspective increased associated 

anxiety (Grisham et al., 2019). Persons with schizophrenia—compared to those without—adopt 

the first-person perspective less frequently. This may reflect a deficit in the ability to adopt this 

perspective, leading such individuals to have a reduced sense of being the actors in their own 

autobiographical memories (AMs) and a resultantly diminished sense of self (Potheegadoo et al., 

2013). 

Individuals with depression are less likely than others to adopt the first-person 

perspective during the recollection of positive memories (Lemogne et al., 2006). In euthymic 

depressed individuals and healthy controls, respectively, 58% and 79% of positive memories 

were found to be visualized from the first-person perspective (Bergouignan et al., 2008). These 
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findings are contextualized by preceding research that showed the first-person perspective is 

more often adopted for memories that are consistent with the current self-concept, while the 

third-person perspective is more often adopted for memories that are not (Libby & Eibach, 2002; 

A. Wilson & Ross, 2003). Combined, these findings indicate that depressive symptoms may be 

associated with a diminished ability to internally link positive memories with the past and current 

self. Among individuals with one or more S or LG alleles of the polymorphism of the serotonin-

transporter-linked promoter region—an indicator of vulnerability for depression—positive 

memories were represented from the first-person perspective at a below-average rate; this 

tendency was related to increased life stress (Lemogne et al., 2009). 

Suicide attempters but not ideators were shown to more frequently adopt the first-person 

perspective for the recall of tasks and neutral events, as compared to individuals with no history 

of suicidality (Chu et al., 2015). Together, these findings show how changes in perspective-

adoption tendencies shape clinical symptoms. Consequently, diagnostic value may be extractable 

from knowledge of individuals’ tendencies towards either perspective. 

Perspective in the Brain 

Imaging research, typically employing PET and fMRI, has sought to establish the neural 

correlates and timelines of activation associated with visualizing actions from various 

perspectives. A review identified the somatomotor cortex, insular cortex, and temporo-parietal 

junction as being involved in alterations of how the bodily self is represented; and the angular 

gyrus and precuneus as being involved in the viewpoint of representation and perspective-

shifting. Additionally, this research identified the precuneus as being associated with reshaping 

memory characteristics and perspective-dependent memory vividness (St. Jacques, 2019). 
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The right inferior parietal cortex, the precuneus, and the somatosensory cortex are 

associated with distinguishing between self- and other-generated actions (Ruby & Decety, 2001). 

Greater relative first-person activation was observed in the left dorsal occipital cortex and the 

posterior cingulate cortex—a region implicated in an individual’s ability to access and reflect 

upon their sense of self (Tomasino et al., 2007). In a study that emphasized spatial cognition, 

greater relative first-person activity was observed in the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior 

cingulate cortex, and superior temporal cortex (Vogeley et al., 2004). In another study, 

participants engaged in a series of tasks to be recalled one week later, during scanning. First-

person recall led to increased activation in the right posterior amygdala, indicating that this 

perspective was associated with greater emotionality. Third-person recall led to decreased 

activation in the bilateral insula and left somatosensory areas. The researchers concluded that the 

interoceptive functions associated with these regions were related to perspective-based 

differences in participant-reported emotionality (Eich et al., 2009). In contrast, none of these 

differences were observed in a subsequent study. This discrepancy was attributed to inter-

experimental task differences, as participants in the later study recalled non-prescribed, pre-

experiment events. However, third-person AM recall was associated with a relative increase in 

activity in the right precuneus and right tempoparietal junction. Activation in the precuneus was 

interpreted as highlighting this region’s role in egocentric spatial processing. Activation in the 

tempoparietal junction was interpreted as reflecting a shift in perspectives and mental states 

(Grol et al., 2017). It has also been found that right precuneus volume correlates positively with 

individuals’ ratings on the degree to which their memories are represented from the first-person 

perspective (Freton et al., 2014). In another study, fMRI scans were conducted, and a partial least 

squares approach was used to analyze the obtained data. It was found that first-person—relative 
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to third-person—AM retrieval was associated with greater activation in left anterior 

hippocampus, right amygdala, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, lateral temporal cortices, and 

inferior posterior parietal cortices (Iriye & St. Jacques, 2020). A meta-analysis of pain empathy 

research found no perspective-dependent differences in activation but indicated that representing 

the self in pain—versus another person—results in greater left insula activation (Jauniaux et al., 

2019). Only one study included in this meta-analysis directly contrasted the pattern of neural 

activation associated with each perspective. Temporo-parietal junction activation was shown to 

be greater for third- than for first-person perspective representations of another person in pain 

(Vistoli et al., 2016).  Lastly, spatial research has identified retrosplenial and occipital place 

areas, as being involved in egocentric (i.e., first-person-based) navigation, with the latter region 

being involved in navigation through moving scenes in particular (Epstein, 2008; Kamps et al., 

2016; Persichetti & Dilks, 2016). 

Collectively, these studies implicate several structures as playing an important role in 

adopting and switching between perspectives, while also highlighting a great deal of inter-

experimental variation in methodologies and consequent identification of perspective-associated 

regions. Indeed, these methods vary greatly with regard to the following task requirements, 

among others: Conceptualization of third-person other, stimulus modality, stimulus content, 

explicitness of instructions to adopt a visual perspective, experimental engagement in to-be-

recalled tasks, veridicality of represented events, representation time allotment, implicit salience 

of phenomenological features, task goals, inter-task duration, and language (Eich et al., 2009; 

Grol et al., 2017; Iriye & St. Jacques, 2020; Ruby & Decety, 2001; St. Jacques et al., 2017, 2018; 

Tomasino et al., 2007; Vogeley et al., 2004). The combination of the relatively low number of 

studies in this area along with the abovementioned methodological inconsistencies results in few 
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outcomes that can be reasonably generalized to a global visual perspective construct. For this 

reason, the current research was designed to consist of generic event stimuli and simple methods 

that are also broadly adaptable for future imaging research. This study additionally aims to yield 

a profile of the electrophysiological patterns associated with adopting, switching, constructing, 

and maintaining visualizations from the first- and third-person perspectives. 

The Current Research 

To identify the electrophysiological correlates of perspective taking, the current 

experiments employed EEG to capture changes in slow-cortical potentials (SCPs) for subsequent 

analysis. In contrast to more traditional ERP indices, SCPs can be taken to reflect 

electrophysiological changes over seconds, minutes, or hours (Conway et al., 2001, 2003). It has 

been shown that these changes have a primarily cortical origin but that they may also reflect 

variation in the activity associated with underlying structures (Birbaumer, 1999; He & Raichle, 

2009). Changes in SCPs have previously been shown to reflect ease of language processing 

(King & Kutas, 1995); working memory capacity (Münte et al., 1998), various other forms of 

mnemonic processing (Hiltunen et al., 2014); and the generation/maintenance of AMs and 

imagined events (Conway et al., 2001, 2003). For verbs that tend to be followed by locative 

prepositional phrases, SCPs have been found to index the degree to which grammatical aspect 

influences ease of sentence integration (Ferretti et al., 2007). Paired EEG-fMRI research showed 

that SCPs reflected activation in neural structures in which sustained changes in activation levels 

occurred but where activation levels did not vary in direct response to individual events; thus, 

SCP amplitudes instead reflected an extended period of increased processing load (Li et al., 

2019). A review included that SCPs have been found to correspond to the cognitive processing 

underlying including attention, memory retrieval, mental imagery, mental math, and concept 
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formation (Khader et al., 2008). In the current experiments, SCPs were taken as a general 

indicator of aggregate cognitive load. 

The methods used across the current set of experiments were adapted, to varying degrees, 

from Conway et al. (2001, 2003), in which participants recalled AMs or generated plausible, 

fictitious memories, based on common noun cues then briefly maintained those representations 

in mind. EEG-derived SCPs were then used to make inferences regarding the cognitive effort 

associated with retrieval and maintenance; and region-based differences in activation. Previous 

experiments used this methodology to examine how the electrophysiological correlates of 

imagining events vary according to lexical aspect, grammatical aspect, and visual perspective 

(Hall, 2015; Hong et al., 2019).  

Grammatical aspect refers to the possible time courses of actions or events. A phrase in 

the imperfective form—such as the past tense statement, “John was walking the dog”—indicates 

that the described event or events are ongoing within the given context. A phrase in the 

perfective form (e.g., “John walked the dog”) indicates that the described event is no longer 

taking place, as does a phrase in the perfect form (e.g., “John had walked the dog”), which 

additionally stresses the continuing relevance of the event to the narrative. 

Lexical aspect categorizes verb phrases according to their relationships to time (Comrie, 

1976; Vendler, 1957). Two of these categories—activities and accomplishments—are of 

relevance to the current research. The action, “walking the dog”, is an activity because it is 

durative and has no natural endpoint (i.e., it is atelic). This means that this phrase does not 

communicate a definite condition or set of conditions that would result in the cessation of the 

action. The action, “building a house”, is an accomplishment because—while it is also 

durative—it is categorized as possessing a natural endpoint because there are inherent conditions 
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that will result in its cessation (i.e., it is telic). In the example’s case, “building” comes to its 

natural conclusion when the “house” in question is built. 

In a study that employed methods resembling those of the current study (Hong et al., 

2019), participants read short sentences that varied according to lexical and grammatical aspect, 

as shown below, with examples: 

Activities 

Imperfective: “I was acting” 

Perfective: “I acted” 

Accomplishments 

Imperfective: “I was building” 

Perfective: “I built” 

For the early phase of activity imagining, perfective sentences led to greater SCP 

negativity than imperfective sentences; for the early phase of accomplishment imagining, 

imperfective sentences led to greater negativity, in an anterior-posterior-axis-dependent fashion. 

These findings indicate that, for activities, greater relative cognitive effort is required to 

represent events cued with the perfective form, while the reverse is true for accomplishments. It 

is theorized that this occurs because, typically, activities and accomplishments are spontaneously 

reconstructed and maintained in mind as ongoing and completed events, respectively. For 

activities, perfective phrasing collapses representations into completed events and recruits the 

requisite cognitive processes; imperfective phrasing promotes no such transformation and 

circumvents the need for the corresponding increase in cognitive effort. For accomplishments, 

this pattern is reversed because the imperfective form evokes enhanced elaboration of the events 

that contributed to the outcome of the accomplishment; perfective phrasing places focus on the 
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outcome—the segment already foregrounded by accomplishments. This experiment also showed 

a trend in which perfective accomplishments evoked representation from the first-person 

perspective more often than did imperfective accomplishments. This effect did not occur, 

following activity cues. This experiment also showed that—for activities—imperfective phrasing 

evoked more vivid representations of people and more frequent representations of the middle 

segment of events. Perfective phrasing evoked more frequent representations of the end segment 

of events; this was the case for both activities and accomplishments. 

Subsequently, a follow-up study was conducted to further investigate the observed 

interaction between perspective and temporal information (Hall, 2015). In this study, participants 

used the first-/third-person perspective to imagine events based on accomplishment stimuli in 

their imperfective/perfect forms. Unlike in the preceding study, however, grammatical aspect did 

not influence levels of cognitive effort. Instead, first-person imagining required greater cognitive 

effort than did third-person imagining, regardless of grammatical aspect form. However, 

imperfective cues still led to comparatively vivid mental representations of people/entities, 

objects, and locations. Third-person perspective cues led to more vivid people/entities, while 

first-person perspective cues led to more vivid objects. 

Together, the two above-mentioned studies showed that grammatical/lexical aspect and 

visual perspective jointly influence the phenomenology and electrophysiology of mental 

representation. These studies also demonstrated that changes in SCP amplitudes are sensitive to 

changes in aspect. Previously, most imagining research on perspective-taking has measured 

fMRI BOLD activation (Hiltunen et al., 2014; Keinänen et al., 2018; Khader et al., 2008; Lamm 

et al., 2001; Leistner et al., 2007, 2010). As such—to contextualize the findings of the current 

research within the extant body of literature—it is pertinent to discuss the findings of studies that 
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have sought to establish the manner and degree of concordance between BOLD and SCP 

measures. However, the identification of specific neural structures, associated with visual 

perspective, was beyond the scope of the current experiments; such inferences would require the 

use of computational transformations, such as current source density mapping, to partially 

overcome the low spatial resolution of EEG (Hiltunen et al., 2014; Hinterberger et al., 2003; 

Keinänen et al., 2018; Khader et al., 2008; Lamm et al., 2001; Leistner et al., 2007, 2010). 

Instead, the current methods were designed to explore how the first- and third-person mental 

representation vary in requisite cognitive effort, as indexed by SCP amplitudes. This approach 

facilitated the experimental presentation of a large, diverse array of stimuli and the collection of 

a correspondingly rich dataset that retained the ability to inform future investigations, employing 

higher-spatial-resolution imaging methods. As such, variations in SCP negativity observed 

during the current experiments should not be taken to reflect functional activation in neural 

structures immediately underlying each associated electrode. In a neurofeedback study, in which 

SCP amplitudes were detected via the CZ electrode, SCP amplitudes rose and fell with BOLD 

activation and deactivation, respectively. Conversely, SCP amplitudes rose concurrently with 

activation in basal ganglia structures involved in inhibition and in prefrontal structures involved 

in motor preparation and attention (Hinterberger et al., 2003). Progressively, this line of research 

is elucidating the cortical and subcortical sources of SCPs, thus expanding this measure’s utility 

for characterizing these sources’ activation and deactivation patterns.  

While fMRI and PET yield the highest available spatial resolution, practical constraints 

often limit the number of participants and stimuli that can be included in such studies. In some 

cases, relatively minor inter-experimental differences in stimuli and procedural instructions have 

led to markedly different observations (e.g., Grol et al., 2017; Iriye & St. Jacques, 2020). While 
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such paradigms provide valuable information on how perspective is represented in the brain in 

circumscribed contexts, the above-mentioned limitations and differences complicate attempts to 

develop models of a global visual perspective construct from the resultant data. 

A core aim of the current experiments is to collect data that are readily applicable to the 

characterization of a global visual perspective construct. To this end, the current set of 

experimental stimuli are intentionally designed to be generic and numerous to attenuate the 

influence of individual event features. To account for inter-participant variation in how 

perspective modulates the content and processing of mental representations, the target participant 

count is also relatively high (Rice & Rubin, 2010; Schönebeck et al., 2001; van der Heiden et al., 

2013). Crucially, linguistic variables were strictly controlled to achieve uniformity across 

stimuli. All stimuli were familiar activity or accomplishment phrases presented in their 

imperfective or perfective forms.  
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Chapter 2 

Introduction 

As an event can be represented from the first- or the third-person perspective, a different 

perspective may be adopted each time any given event is visualized (McIsaac & Eich, 2004; 

Robinson & Swanson, 1993; St. Jacques et al., 2017). Autobiographical events are necessarily 

perceived from the first-person perspective. It has been shown that regularly recalling an event 

from the first-person perspective maintained associated visual imagery, perceived memorability, 

perceived accuracy, and rates of natural first-person perspective adoption. By contrast, switching 

perspectives—regularly recalling an event from the third-person perspective—eroded visual 

imagery, reduced perceived memorability, and promoted natural third-person recall (Butler et al., 

2016). This effect on memorability has received further evidence from research that measured 

memory accuracy directly; the effect was predicted by a relative reduction in vividness (Marcotti 

& St. Jacques, 2017). There is also evidence that recall from the third-person perspective led to a 

decrease in emotional intensity that persisted longer than one month following encoding (Akhtar 

et al., 2017; Gu & Tse, 2016; Sekiguchi & Nonaka, 2013). Switching to the third-person 

perspective for AM recall has also led to relative decreases in the sense of event reliving, 

vividness, sensory experience, bodily reactions, positive affect, personal importance, and the 

number of episodic details recalled (Akhtar et al., 2017; Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Vella & 

Moulds, 2014; Williams & Moulds, 2008). This switch may also have reduced the distress 

associated with a memory, in individuals with dysphoria (Williams & Moulds, 2008).  

In other research, participants imagined themselves engaging in various events based on 

passages written in the grammatical first person (i.e., typically beginning with the pronoun “I”; 

Bagri & Jones, 2009). While the authors stated that the passages were not explicitly designed to 
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bias participants towards adopting the first-person perspective, it has since been shown that the 

grammatical first person does just that (Brunyé et al., 2009). Later first-person recall for the 

imagined events was found to be superior to third-person recall, for the following event 

elements: Affective reactions, physical sensations, psychological states, and associated ideas. In 

related research, participants recalled autobiographical events and summarized them in writing, 

using their choice of the first- or third-person narrative perspective.1 Later, they repeated this 

process with the opposite perspective. When memories were summarized using the first- and 

later the third-person narrative perspective, retrieval was less difficult for the initial summary 

than for the switched summary; for the third- to first-person narrative perspective switch, 

retrieval was more difficult for the initial summary than for the switched summary. In either case 

switched-perspective recollections featured greater psychological distance from the original 

events, as compared to recollections that were represented via natural perspective choice (Gu & 

Tse, 2016). Individuals also reported that recollections were harder to maintain when represented 

from the third-person perspective (Marcotti & St. Jacques, 2017). Through fMRI research, it has 

been shown that precuneus activation is associated with switching from the first- to the third-

person perspective or vice versa (St. Jacques et al., 2017, 2018). Combined, these findings show 

that switching to the third-person perspective can alter various characteristics of mental 

representations and that these representations can be harder to maintain. 

Perspective switching can also occur during the visualization of a single event (Rice & 

Rubin, 2009). In an episodic future thinking task, 50 of 84 participants reported engaging in mid-

task perspective switching, although it is unclear how many instances of switching occurred 

between separate representations versus within individual representations. Trait dissociation 

 
1 As this study was conducted in a Chinese language, it is not fully accurate to state that stimuli in this study vary 

according to the “grammatical person”. For this reason, the authors’ terminology is maintained in this report. 
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correlated positively with a tendency towards switching during episodic future thinking (Kinley 

et al., 2021). Importantly, no known studies have investigated the effects of switching 

perspectives, during individual mental representations, on phenomenological and cognition-

related outcomes.  

The current study aimed to characterize the electrophysiological correlates of imagining 

events from the first- and third-person perspective and of switching between the perspectives, 

within individual mental representations. The primary aim was to determine how the cognitive 

effort of mental representation differs as a function of perspective and the direction of 

perspective-switching. The study also investigated whether individual differences in 

visualization ability and verbal working memory would shape differences in cognitive effort. 

The extant research on how perspective shapes mental representations has focussed on 

AM retrieval (e.g. Eich et al., 2009) and, to a lesser extent, episodic future thinking (e.g. Kinley 

et al., 2021). While these forms of mental representation are extremely common and share 

features with other forms of mental representation (e.g., mind wandering, situation model 

generation), changes in visual perspective may shape these other forms of representation 

differently, in quality and/or magnitude. The previously researched forms of representation 

consist of relatively constrained content. For example, AM retrieval is limited to specific, 

memorable experiences, while episodic future thinking is limited to plausible events. These 

approaches are informative but risk yielding outcomes that are overly task specific; cognitive 

processes necessary for perspective-taking may also be difficult to disentangle from those 

dedicated to perspective-unrelated task requirements (e.g., ensuring that an event is plausible). 

The current study aimed to determine how changes in perspective influence mental 

representation in the absence of such constraints: Event imagining. 
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For AMs, it has been shown that first-person mental representations are more vivid than 

third-person representations (Akhtar et al., 2017; Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Vella & Moulds, 

2014; Williams & Moulds, 2008). Using imperfective- and perfect-form accomplishment stimuli, 

an imagined event study showed that third-person representations feature people more vividly, 

while first-person representations feature objects more vividly (Hall, 2015). However, it is 

noteworthy that the current experimental stimuli are activities, rather than accomplishments. 

Hong et al. (2019) previously showed that differences between these event types moderate the 

effects of grammatical aspect on the vividness of people in imagined events; it is plausible that 

activity and accomplishment cues also differ in how they modify the impact of visual perspective 

on vividness. It is also difficult to derive predictions, regarding vividness, as the current 

experiment will employ a measure of vividness, which is novel in that it will pertain to a mental 

representation that features both first- and third-person perspectives. Overall, the reviewed 

studies indicated that the first-person perspective was typically associated with greater general 

vividness. Crucially, they also showed that switching from the first- to the third-person 

perspective reduced the vividness of various, mentally represented elements (Akhtar et al., 2017; 

Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Vella & Moulds, 2014; Williams & Moulds, 2008). Based on these 

findings, it is tentatively predicted—for the current experiment—that imagined events will be 

reported as more vivid when they switch from the third- to the first-person perspective, as 

compared to the reverse switch. 

The reviewed findings also suggest that visualization ability could shape mental 

representation and the associated electrophysiological changes. To explore this relationship, the 

current study had participants complete the VVIQ (Marks, 1973). Other work has shown that 

SCPs reflect individual differences in working memory (Münte et al., 1998). The current study 
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also measured participants’ verbal working memory spans, using the RST (Daneman & 

Carpenter, 1980; van den Noort et al., 2008), to determine how differences in this measure would 

influence perspective-based differences in the cognitive effort of imagining. 

 It has been theorized that language processing occurs from the first-person perspective 

more often and that, in this way, adoption of the third-person perspective requires a form of 

switching (Hartung et al., 2016; A. D. Wilson & Golonka, 2013). Therefore, it is predicted that 

switching from the first- to the third-person perspective will require more cognitive effort than 

the opposite switch. This effect is also expected to be mirrored in self-report measures of the 

ease of imagining from each perspective. Participant-rated familiarity with each event was also 

examined as an exploratory measure and to ensure that this factor would not impair participants’ 

ability to construct imagined events. Although perspective and familiarity were found to be 

unrelated in an episodic future thinking study (D’Argembeau & Linden, 2012), it remains 

unknown if these factors are related in the context of event imagining. 

Method 

Participants 

Ethics approval for all experiments was obtained from the Research Ethics Board of 

Wilfrid Laurier University. 

Seventy-one participants (32 female; aged 16–27 years) were recruited from the student 

population of Wilfrid Laurier University (Waterloo, Canada). All participants were right-handed 

native English speakers. Participants were granted course credit for their participation.  

Materials 

Imagination Stimuli 
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Experimental stimuli consisted of 46 imperfective activity phrases (including 4 practice 

trials) of the form, “I was” [verb] (e.g., I was acting; Appendix A). Two stimulus-presentation 

lists were created, each containing all phrases in pseudo-randomized order. Words were coloured 

blue or red to cue first- and third-person perspective imagining, respectively. 

Questionnaire 

A questionnaire booklet was created to gather information on the phenomenological 

characteristics of each imagined event. The booklet questions measured the following event 

elements on 7-point Likert Scales: 1) Vividness of imagined event, 2) Ease of first-person 

imagining, 3) Ease of third-person imagining, 4) Familiarity with event (Appendix D). 

Reading Span Task 

A version of the Reading Span Task (Appendix G) was administered to measure 

participants’ verbal working memory spans (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; van den Noort et al., 

2008). During this task, participants were shown progressively longer series of sentences and 

were instructed to remember the last word of each sentence. Sentence series were presented in 

blocks of three. Series lengths began at two sentences and became longer by one with each 

perfectly memorized block. The task ended at the end of a block when any word could not be 

recalled. Scoring occurred as follows: If one of three words in a block was recalled, the score 

was the series length minus one; if two of three words in a block were recalled, the score was the 

series length minus 0.5; and if all three words were recalled, the participant proceeded to the next 

block. Each RST trial began with a practice block to ensure that the testing procedure was 

understood. 

Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire 
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A computerized version of the VVIQ (Appendix H) was used to assess individuals’ 

ability to imagine events in detail (Marks, 1973). The task consisted of descriptions of four 

items. Each item was accompanied by instructions to visualize four distinct features of that item. 

After reading about each feature, participants provided ratings of their ability to form vivid 

visualizations on a 7-point Likert scale. 

Procedure 

Participants were seated in an electrically shielded room, facing a monitor, through which 

the RST was administered. Participants read each sentence aloud; at the end of each trial, the 

researcher prompted them verbally to provide their responses. This proceeded until the 

participant could not remember a word. 

Following the RST, participants were outfitted with an EEG cap and a button switch was 

placed in front of them. After capping, participants were instructed on the experimental tasks. 

Participants were to imagine themselves engaging in the described action while each event was 

on the screen. It was emphasized that participants should generate a novel event and refrain from 

explicitly recalling a memory. It was explained to participants that the first-person perspective is 

“the viewpoint through their own eyes, as you see events every day” and that the third-person 

perspective is “the viewpoint of an observer outside yourself, seeing you perform the described 

action from whichever angle or distance is natural”. It was explained that blue and red text mean 

the described event should be imagined from the first- or third-person perspective, respectively. 

Participants were told that a colour change would take place, following the presentation of the 

last word in each trial. In response to this change, they were to continue to imagine the given 

event but to change their perspective of representation in accordance with the perspective 

corresponding to the new colour. 
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Each trial proceeded as follows, with stimuli presented in the centre of the screen: 

“Ready” (waits for button press), “+” fixation (2000 ms + 500 ms blank), “I” (300 ms + 200 ms 

blank), “was” (300 ms + 200 ms blank), verb (blue/red; 3000 ms), verb (opposite colour; 3000 

ms), “Refer to booklet” (wait for button press). The colour change indicated to the participant 

that they should switch perspectives accordingly (Figure 1). After the EEG/imagining trials, 

participants completed the VVIQ at their own pace. 

EEG Recording/Processing 

The EEG was recorded via a cap that contained 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes distributed evenly 

across the scalp (international 10–20 system; Figure 5). Electrodes were placed on the left infra 

and supra orbital ridge of each participant as well as on the outer canthi. EEG signals were 

processed through a Neuroscan Synamps2 amplifier, set at a bandpass of 0.05–100 Hz, and 

digitized at 250 Hz. Electrical impedance was kept below 5 KΩ. 

Raw data were re-referenced offline to the left and right mastoids, processed through a 30 

Hz low-pass filter to eliminate noise from in-room electronics and experiment-extraneous 

sources, time locked to stimulus onset, epoched according to trial duration, divided by 

experimental condition, baselined to 200 ms preceding stimulus onset, subjected to visual artifact 

rejection, and combined into averaged waveforms for each participant. Average SCP amplitudes 

were then computed for each analysis window, per participant, per experimental condition. 

Graph data were based on averaged waveforms, separated by condition, across participants. 

Results 

EEG 

Trials contaminated by artifacts (blinks, excessive muscle movements, etc.) were 

removed before averaging (32.5%). Data from participants with ≥ 40% trials removed due to 
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artifacts, were excluded from the analyses; data from the remaining 66 participants were 

included in SCP analyses. 

ERP averages were computed for each participant. These spanned 200–6000 ms around 

stimulus onset. This timeframe was divided into the following segments: 0–1000 ms, pre-verb 

stimulus words; 1000–2500 ms, event construction; 2500–4000 ms, event maintenance; 4200–

4300 ms, perspective switch (peak identified visually; see Figure 6); 4300–5650 ms, post-switch 

event generation; and 5650–7000 ms, post-switch event maintenance. For analysis purposes, 

average SCP amplitudes were calculated for each time segment per condition. For each time 

segment, the amplitude was subjected to a separate Switch (first person to third person vs. third 

person to first person) × Anteriority (prefrontal vs. frontal vs. central vs. parietal vs. occipital) × 

Laterality (left vs. midline vs. right) × List (1 vs. 2) analysis of variance (ANOVA). The 

electrodes that comprised the topographical variables (i.e., Anteriority and Laterality) included 

FP1, FPZ, FP2, F3, FZ, F4, C3, CZ, C4, P3, PZ, P4, CB1, OZ, CB2. Pre-planned comparisons 

contrasted amplitudes across the Switch condition, within each of the examined regions along the 

anterior-posterior and lateral axes. All variables except for List were within-participant variables. 

The analysis included the List variable for counterbalancing-based variability reduction rather 

than for investigative reasons (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). Topographical effects were only 

reported if they interacted with the Switch variable because those were the topographical 

interactions of primary theoretical interest. For repeated-measures effects with more than one 

degree of freedom, p-values were reported after a Huynh-Feldt Epsilon correction (see Figure 6; 

Tables 1, 2).  

0–1000 ms 
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The Switch × Anteriority interaction was significant, F(2,128.1) = 4.11, p = .02, ηp
2 = 

.060. A trend was observed wherein prefrontal, frontal, and central electrode SCPs were more 

negative in the third- to first-person than in the first- to third-person switch condition, whereas 

the opposite trend was observed for parietal and occipital SCPs. This trend did not reach 

significance. 

The Switch × Laterality interaction was significant, F(1.56,99.62) = 4.55, p = .02, ηp
2 = 

.066. While greater SCP negativity was observed in all regions, laterally, in the third- to first-

person switch condition, a trend was observed wherein these differences were larger in midline 

and right electrodes. This trend did not reach significance. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to the 

Switch factor. 

1000–2500 ms 

The Switch × Anteriority interaction was marginally significant, F(2.95,189.03) = 2.67, p 

= .050, ηp
2 = .040. A trend was observed wherein prefrontal and frontal electrode SCPs were 

more negative in the third- to first-person than in the first- to third-person switch condition, 

whereas the opposite trend was observed for parietal and occipital SCPs. This trend did not reach 

significance. 

The Switch × Laterality interaction was significant, F(1.73,110.89) = 3.31, p = .047, ηp
2 = 

.049. A trend was observed wherein left electrode SCPs were more negative in the first- to third-

person switch condition, whereas the opposite trend was observed in midline electrodes. This 

trend did not reach significance. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to the 

Switch factor. 
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2500–4000 ms 

The Switch × Anteriority interaction was marginally significant, F(3.06,195.78) = 2.59, p 

= .053, ηp
2 = .039. A trend was observed wherein prefrontal electrode SCPs were more negative 

in the third- to first-person than in the first- to third-person switch condition, whereas the 

opposite trend was observed for parietal and occipital SCPs. This trend did not reach 

significance. 

Neither the Switch × Laterality interaction nor the related contrasts were significant. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to the Switch 

factor. 

4200–4300 ms 

There were no main effects or interactions that included the Switch variable. 

Planned contrasts showed that SCPs were marginally more negative for third- than for 

first-person imagining in central electrodes, F(1,64) = 3.8, p = .060, ηp
2 = .056. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to the 

Switch factor. 

4300–5650 ms 

 Neither the Switch × Anteriority interaction nor the related contrasts were significant. 

The Switch × Laterality interaction was marginally significant, F(1.91,122.09) = 2.38, p 

= .099, ηp
2 = .036. While greater SCP negativity was observed in all regions, laterally, in the 

first- to third-person switch condition, a trend was observed wherein these differences were 

larger in midline and right electrodes. This trend did not reach significance. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to the 

Switch factor. 
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5650–7000 ms 

Neither the Switch × Anteriority interaction nor the related contrasts were significant. 

The Switch × Laterality interaction was significant, F(2,128) = 3.37, p = .037, ηp
2 = .050. 

A trend was observed wherein left and midline SCPs were more negative in the third- to first-

person than in the first- to third-person switch condition. This trend did not reach significance. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to the 

Switch factor. 

Behavioural 

A Switch × List ANOVA was conducted to examine the effect of perspective/switch-

direction on behavioural questionnaire responses. Third-person imagining was rated as being 

marginally easier for first to third switches (M = 5.22) than for third to first switches (M = 5.10), 

F(1,66) = 3.76, p = .057, ηp
2 = .055 (Table 3). 

A correlational analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between SCP 

amplitudes, and behavioural ratings/scores, per time segment (Table 4). It should be noted that 

these analyses were highly exploratory and primarily intended to inform future research 

directions. 

Discussion 

Participants generated imagined events from the first- or third-person perspective and 

switched to the opposite perspective while doing so. Via EEG recordings, SCPs were used to 

index the cognitive effort associated with generating events from each perspective, switching 

perspectives, and maintaining representations from the alternate perspective. While it should be 

noted that the methodology used in the current study was not designed for source localization, 

important inferences can be derived from comparisons with other imaging studies in this area.  
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EEG 

In the current study, the Pre-switch phase (0–4000 ms) was characterized by greater 

relative SCP negativity in anterior regions, associated with third-person imagining. By contrast, 

fMRI research has shown that AM retrieval from either perspective produces control-relative 

activation in areas of the prefrontal cortex but that activation levels did not vary as a function of 

perspective (Eich et al., 2009). EEG-fMRI research has shown a correlation between SCP 

positivity and prefrontal cortex activation (Hinterberger et al., 2003). Areas of the prefrontal 

cortex are related to perspective-taking and emotional judgements (Gilbert et al., 2006). 

Disparities among the findings discussed may be attributable to the wide amount of cross-study 

variation in task requirements, especially with regard to self-relevance and emotional content. 

Exclusively during the early segment of the Pre-switch phase (0–1000 ms), relative third-

person negativity was observed in middle and right regions. This finding is not mirrored 

elsewhere in the perspective literature. A visual comparison of SCP amplitudes in the relevant 

electrodes (Figure 6) indicated that this difference may have been driven by P2 components 

corresponding to the words preceding the verb (i.e. “I was”). In accordance with task demands, 

participants had to pay close attention to the colour of textual stimuli and to changes in colour. It 

is possible that any P2 differences reflect vigilant monitoring for differences in cue colour (Luck 

& Hillyard, 1994) rather than perspective-driven differences. Notably, colour cues were unlikely 

to have had other impacts on SCP amplitudes, given that qualitatively similar effects were 

observed in a study that used similar methods but employed textual prompts to cue perspective 

adoption (Hall, 2015). Alternatively, such an effect, in anterior or posterior electrodes, could 

reflect working memory or context updating processes (Finnigan et al., 2011; Getzmann et al., 

2018; Keeser et al., 2011; Klaver et al., 1999; Lenartowicz et al., 2010). However, it was also 
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found that verbal working memory scores—as measured by the RST—did not vary as a function 

of this effect. Thus, it appears that the difference in cognitive load between adopting the first- or 

the third-person perspective was relatively uniform across participants.  

During the time segment in which perspective switching occurred (4200–4300 ms), SCP 

negativity was found to be greater for the first- to third-person perspective shift as compared to 

the opposite shift. The direction of this effect was consistent with predictions and with previous 

reports on participant ratings of memory representation difficulty (Gu & Tse, 2016; Marcotti & 

St. Jacques, 2017). Other researchers have posited that, because AMs are encoded through each 

individual’s own eyes, the first-person perspective represents the “default” perspective (Hartung 

et al., 2016; A. D. Wilson & Golonka, 2013). However, this encoding requirement does not 

necessarily exist for non-veridical events. As such, the current finding represents novel evidence 

that the “default” perspective may influence cognition, even for the representation of imagined 

events. Excepting occipital electrodes, perspective-switch-dependent SCP differences were 

observed throughout all examined topographical regions. This indicates that a more extensive 

network may be recruited for perspective-switching, as compared to event generation and 

maintenance. While this effect could also have been driven by a P2 elicited by the difference in 

stimulus colour, this is unlikely given that P2s elicited by colour changes in stimuli are typically 

recorded in anterior regions (Carreiras et al., 2005; Luck & Hillyard, 1994), whereas the 

currently observed amplitude differences were more globally distributed. 

The early Post-switch phase (4300–5650 ms) was marked by greater relative SCP 

negativity, associated with imagining from the third-person perspective, in parietal electrodes. 

This finding is somewhat consistent with evidence from other imaging research. While PET and 

fMRI studies on perspective have varied widely in terms of methodologies and results, they have 
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consistently shown that third-person representation is associated with greater relative activation 

in a subsection of the parietal cortex (Farrer & Frith, 2002; Ruby & Decety, 2001; Vogeley et al., 

2004). The medial parietal cortex is associated with generating mental representations from 

either perspective, while the precuneus is associated with uncoerced first-person visualization; in 

conjunction, these regions are thought to be involved in egocentric spatial representation 

(Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Freton et al., 2014). The tendency to adopt the first-person 

perspective, during AM retrieval, is positively associated with right precuneus volume (Freton et 

al., 2014). PET-derived findings indicates that the right inferior parietal cortex, precuneus, and 

somatosensory cortex are associated with discerning between self and other-generated actions 

(Ruby & Decety, 2001). Further research is necessary to determine if the current findings could 

also reflect extended switching-associated processing in parietal regions, to disentangle 

perspective-switching processes from event construction processes, and to further characterize 

the corresponding timeline of neural activation. 

The Post-switch phase, like the Pre-switch phase, also featured greater relative negativity 

in middle and right areas, for third-person perspective imagining. This pre-post similarity is 

attributed to the common task requirement, shared by the early portion of each phase: Adopt a 

cued perspective. This finding indicates that regions in the medial and right hemisphere may be 

involved in perspective-adopting. For AM recall, it has been shown that third-person 

visualization evokes greater relative activation in the right precuneus and right tempoparietal 

junction. The former is involved in self-evaluation and visuospatial processing, while the latter is 

involved in perspective-switching and changing mental states (Grol et al., 2017). However, 

relative to stimulus presentation, the above-mentioned differences in activation occurred seconds 

later than the medial and right-hemisphere SCP differences observed in the current study. Future 
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research on perspective-switching should employ fMRI or coupled EEG-fMRI imaging towards 

addressing this discrepancy. 

The late Post-switch phase (5650–7000 ms) was the only phase in which SCP negativity 

was greater for first- than for third-person imagining; this occurred in the left hemisphere. This 

result is somewhat inconsistent with an fMRI study in which the direction of perspective-based 

differences in activation was not found to invert over time in any brain regions (Grol et al., 

2017). However, the current result mirrors a finding based on a task that required participants to 

take their own or an avatar’s perspective; the self perspective was associated with comparatively 

more negative slow wave amplitudes over left frontal regions (Sæther et al., 2021). The 

researchers concluded that this finding supports the theory that structures in the left hemisphere 

are associated with a bias towards identifying entities as the self, but they also acknowledged the 

volume of evidence against this interpretation (Daini, 2019; Turk et al., 2003; Uddin, 2011). As 

such, the currently observed late left first-person-related negativity will remain difficult to 

interpret until it is contextualized by future research into SCP timelines and neural correlates 

associated with perspective-taking tasks. 

Previous research showed that SCP amplitudes represent a meaningful indicator of 

differences in cognitive effort attributable to lexical and grammatical aspect (Hong et al., 2019). 

The current experiment shows that this measure can also be applied to difference in visual 

perspective and perspective switching. Overall, across the examined time segments, third-person 

imagining required greater cognitive effort. In contrast, Hall (2015) found that first-person 

imagining was associated with greater SCP negativity. In comparison to the current experiment, 

this effect was distributed more broadly across the scalp and was present more consistently 

throughout the analyzed time segments. Crucially, this previous work employed accomplishment 
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stimuli, while the current experiment used activities. Thus, the current finding represents 

additional evidence that lexical aspect modifies the electrophysiological correlates of 

perspective-taking. 

Behavioural 

Event vividness did not differ as a function of switching direction. While there is 

evidence that first-person mental representations feature more relative vividness (Akhtar et al., 

2017; Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Vella & Moulds, 2014; Williams & Moulds, 2008), no previous 

investigation has examined this effect in the context of representations that feature multiple 

perspectives. It is plausible that first-person representations were relatively more vivid, in the 

current study, but that any perspective-based differences in vividness were averaged out in 

comparisons because all trials featured both perspectives. Nevertheless, this observation is 

valuable, as it provides evidence against the possibility that the size of the perspective-based  

vividness differential is dependent on the order in which perspectives are adopted to represent 

the corresponding event. 

Participants reported that it was easier to mentally represent trials where they switched 

from the third- to the first-person perspective versus from first- to third-person. This effect is 

consistent with previous participant reports on the relative difficulty of first- versus third-person 

AM representation (Gu & Tse, 2016; Marcotti & St. Jacques, 2017) and with the current SCP 

data. In contrast, the ease of first-person mental representation did not depend on switching 

direction. These reports indicate that the observed electrophysiological differences are driven by 

the ease of third-person representation. These findings support the idea that the first-person 

perspective is the “default” perspective of mental representation (Hartung et al., 2016; A. D. 

Wilson & Golonka, 2013). To further investigate this hypothesis, future studies should determine 
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if the same pattern of results occurs among individuals that preferentially adopt a single 

perspective (Schönebeck et al., 2001; Vukovic & Williams, 2015).  

Familiarity ratings were relatively high—indicating that event representation was not 

substantively hindered by cues for events of which participants had minimal knowledge. 

Familiarity also did not vary with perspective-switching direction. Given evidence that the third-

person perspective is associated with comparatively older memories (Nigro & Neisser, 1983; 

Rice & Rubin, 2009; Robinson & Swanson, 1993; Sutin & Robins, 2007), reduced vividness 

(Berg et al., 2021; Marcotti & St. Jacques, 2017; Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Sutin & Robins, 2010), 

and impaired recall (Butler et al., 2016; Marcotti & St. Jacques, 2017), it was plausible that 

familiarity would have been lower for mental representations initially constructed from the third-

person perspective. Notably, however, the available evidence is based on AM research. As such, 

further research on event imagining is necessary to determine if such an effect could have been 

cancelled out by subsequent first-person imagining. 

VVIQ scores were not found to correlate with perspective-based differences in cognitive 

effort. While no known previous study has examined the relationship between VVIQ scores and 

electrophysiological changes, an fMRI study showed that VVIQ scores correlated with early 

visual cortex activity, during an imagery task (Cui et al., 2007). Another study found that fMRI 

BOLD responses varied as a function of subjective vividness on a per-trial basis but concluded 

that the VVIQ may have been too general a measure to reflect activity associated with a diverse 

array of imagery tasks (Andersson et al., 2019). The current results are consistent with this idea. 

Future research should seek to replicate protocols that have demonstrated a correlation between 

VVIQ scores and fMRI-measured activity—substituting EEG methods—to establish those 

electrophysiological measures that are sensitive to differences in VVIQ scores. 
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The switch from the third- to the first-person perspective yielded SCP amplitudes, 

observed via a distributed array of electrodes, that correlated positively with vividness ratings for 

both first- to third- and third- to first-person events—imagined events that demanded less SCP-

indexed cognitive effort were also more vivid. Further, perceived vividness appears to be 

associated with the cognitive effort required to switch from the third- to the first-person 

perspective but not the reverse switch. These amplitudes also correlated with the participant-

reported ease of imagining events from the post-switch perspective (i.e., the third-person 

perspective in the first to third switch condition and the first-person perspective in the third to 

first switch condition. Notably, this means that SCPs from the third- first-person switch 

condition were associated with the ease of third-person imagining in the first- to third-person 

switch condition but not with SCPs from that same condition.  

In summary, the cognitive ease of switching from the third- to the first-person perspective 

is associated with the reported ease of switching from the third- to the first-person perspective 

and of switching from the first- to the third-person perspective. Thus, the cognitive ease of 

performing the third- to first-person switch appears to drive the perceived ease of perspective 

switching in either direction. This finding motivates further research into differences between the 

phenomenological characteristics of pre- and post-switch mental representations and the changes 

in neural activation that underly them. 

Conclusion 

This study is the first to manipulate perspective switching within individual mental 

representations and to determine the electrophysiological correlates of this process. These 

findings complement research showing that individuals regularly switch perspectives during 

mental representation (Kinley et al., 2021; Rice & Rubin, 2009). The current study provides 
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evidence that within and between-representation perspective switching recruit similar neural 

networks (Akhtar et al., 2017; Bagri & Jones, 2009; Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Butler et al., 2016; 

Gu & Tse, 2016; Marcotti & St. Jacques, 2017; Sekiguchi & Nonaka, 2013; Vella & Moulds, 

2014; Williams & Moulds, 2008). The current findings also highlight the complexity of 

perspective-taking processes and the resultant need for enhanced stimulus control during their 

study. Grammatical and lexical aspect strongly modify how changes in perspective are reflected 

in electrophysiology. Morphosyntactic differences along these properties are relatively small in 

comparison to those that exist within and between the stimuli of the above-mentioned imaging 

studies. Yet, given the context of previous in-lab research (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Hall, 2015; 

Hong et al., 2019), it becomes clear that even small morphosyntactic changes can enhance or 

eliminate perspective-dependent electrophysiological differences. As such, the current study 

motivates the adoption of stricter linguistic controls and stimulus simplification in future study 

designs. For replication purposes, future research in this area also would benefit from greater 

consistency in methodologies and from the use of integrated EEG-fMRI approaches to isolate 

neural regions that may be universally involved in perspective-switching. The current findings 

validate theories of perspective switching (Kenny et al., 2009; Rice & Rubin, 2009) and are 

crucial to our understanding of mental representations. 
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Chapter 3 

Introduction 

The mental representation of events can occur from the first-person perspective, in which 

events are viewed through a person’s own eyes or from the third-person perspective, in which the 

self is seen from the viewpoint of an observer outside the body (Nigro & Neisser, 1983). During 

reading, the events described can spontaneously be formed into a mental representation from 

either perspective (Bergen et al., 2007). The perspective of representation has been found to 

result in various neural and behavioural changes. Representation from the first-person 

perspective, during the experience of pain, produces a relative increase in activation, in brain 

regions associated with visual imagery and body ownership (Christian et al., 2015). Adopting the 

third-person perspective, while viewing pictures of limbs in painful situations, leads to activation 

in brain regions associated with empathy (van der Heiden et al., 2013). Visualizing past failures 

from the third- but not the first-person perspective is associated with increased 

overgeneralization, among individuals with low self-esteem (Libby et al., 2011). Similarly, third-

person imagery results in reduced regret for actions but increased regret for instances of inaction 

(Valenti et al., 2011). Lastly, recall perspectives can influence symptoms for individuals with 

depression (Lemogne et al., 2006) and post-traumatic stress disorder (Kenny et al., 2009; 

McIsaac & Eich, 2004). This research supports the practice of having individuals with PTSD 

adopt a first-person perspective during exposure therapy (Bryant et al., 2008). 

Language and Perspective 

To aid in understanding events, individuals typically form situation models—mental 

representations of the events’ timelines, settings, and entities along with the corresponding 

actions, interactions, and relationships (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). 
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Situation modelling is crucial for language comprehension, among other tasks. Studies have 

shown that various linguistic cues guide the perspective from which a situation model is formed 

and, consequently, alter the requisite cognitive load. 

One study investigated how readers processed sentences such as, “Terry finished working 

in the yard then he went/came inside.” In this example, if it is stated that “Terry…went inside”, 

the reader could mentally place themselves—the source of their viewpoint—near Terry (i.e., in 

the yard) and follow Terry as Terry goes inside (Black et al., 1979). Thus, this viewpoint follows 

and closely approximates that of the subject—Terry. If it is stated that “Terry…came inside”, 

this implies that Terry was approaching another entity, from the perspective of that entity. A 

reader who mentally placed themselves near Terry would have to relocate themselves “inside” to 

represent the perspective of the entity being approached by Terry. Thus, the verb “came” forces 

the reader to adopt a perspective that is markedly dissimilar to that of the subject. Such sentences 

were read more slowly, judged to be less comprehensible, and recalled less accurately. When 

tasked with rewriting such sentences to make them more comprehensible, individuals often 

rewrote them from a perspective that was more consistent with that of the subject. Collectively, 

these results indicate that readers tend to orient themselves according to the subject of a sentence 

and that a cognitive shift must take place if this orientation is not reasonable (Black et al., 1979). 

This finding demonstrates that readers spontaneously form situation models during language 

processing, place their viewpoint within the situation model, and dynamically adopt visual 

perspectives to facilitate processing. These results lead to further questions regarding the 

cognitive processing that occurs during sentence parsing and the generation of corresponding 

mental representations. 
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Another study examined the processing of sentences that differed in that the head of the 

main clause could be the subject (S) or the object (O) and in that the relative clause could refer to 

the subject or the object of the main clause, as is exemplified below: 

(1) SS: The boy who chases the girl reads the newspaper. 

The subject of the main clause is the head and the subject of the relative clause. 

(2) SO: The boy the girl chases reads the newspaper. 

The subject of the main clause is the head and the object of the relative clause. 

It was found that processing ease, as indexed by reading time, followed the pattern SS > (OO, 

OS) > SO. The authors concluded that this pattern could be explained through the perspective 

maintenance account, as follows: In (1; SS), the reader takes the perspective of “[t]he boy” and 

maintains that perspective throughout the sentence and, in (2; SO), the reader takes the 

perspective of “[t]he boy” then switches to the perspective of “the girl,” before returning to that 

of “[t]he boy,” for a total of two perspective shifts. The OO and OS formations each require a 

single shift in perspective, resulting in an intermediate level of processing difficulty. This shows 

that linguistic cues guide spontaneous switches in the perspective of mental representation and 

that perspective-switching leads to measurable differences in processing effort (MacWhinney & 

Pléh, 1988). The current research aims to further investigate the processing effort required for 

perspective switching by seeking electrophysiological evidence for the relationship between 

perspective-adoption and processing ease, during situation modelling.  

Other research highlights the influence of language and conceptual knowledge on how 

perspective and visuo-spatial relations are represented in situation models. For example, when 

sentences place the reader near implied objects, information relevant to the objects becomes 

more available (Borghi et al., 2004). Given the example statement, “You are driving the car”, a 
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“steering wheel” would gain more conceptual availability than a “tire” (Borghi et al., 2004). 

Notably, during the course this research, adoption of the first- or third-person perspective was 

never directly prescribed, nor were participants’ tendencies toward either perspective measured. 

Nevertheless, the researchers’ conclusions reasonably depended on the assumption that 

participants predominantly represented events from the first-person perspective. This research 

highlights the potential for linguistic and visuospatial cues in stimulus content to guide 

perspective-taking processes.  

Research on the action-sentence compatibility effect (ACE) also indicates that linguistic 

factors guide the perspective of mental representation. When required to classify sentences (e.g., 

“Courtney handed you the notebook/You handed Courtney the notebook”) as sensible or non-

sensible, by manually pulling or pushing a switch, individuals responded more quickly when 

those sentences described a motion consistent with the response direction. These results are 

consistent with the idea that participants tended to adopt the perspective of “You” and considered 

themselves the agent that was exchanging an object with “Courtney” (Glenberg & Kaschak, 

2002). Concordantly, no such ACE was observed for sentences describing a directional transfer 

between two third-person entities (e.g., “Lea gave a pizza to Louis”), even when participants 

were explicitly instructed to respond as though they were one of the entities. An ACE reappeared 

when such sentences were accompanied by depictions of the entities in their relative spatial 

positions (Gianelli et al., 2011). This research shows that individuals spontaneously adopt the 

perspectives of discourse and sentence characters in a context-dependent fashion. 

In cases where an extended discourse follows a named character, it has been found that 

readers do not necessarily adopt the perspective of that character. However, it has been 

demonstrated—if given explicit instructions to do so—readers will adopt a character’s 
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perspective (O’Brien & Albrecht, 1992) or align their goals with those of a character (Albrecht et 

al., 1995). These findings show that perspective-adoption can be guided by indirect, linguistic 

cues or explicit instructions. They also show that adopting a character’s perspective can provide 

additional insight and/or ease cognitive processing. 

Other research used transcranial magnetic stimulation of the primary motor cortex to 

induce motor-evoked potentials in participants as they read verbs (Papeo et al., 2011). For verbs 

that described hand actions—but not non-actions—motor-evoked potentials were greater in 

amplitude for first- than for third-person verbs.2 In the sham condition—but not the transcranial 

magnetic stimulation condition—both hand action and non-action verbs were associated with 

relative increases in reaction times. This demonstrates that both action and self-identification 

information (given by perspective information such as the grammatical person) represent key 

determinants of motor responses.  

Studies investigating linguistic influences on visual perspective have focussed largely on 

variations in the grammatical person, which allow the reader to distinguish between the 

viewpoint of the speaker (e.g., “I”), an entity addressed by the speaker (e.g., “you”), or a separate 

entity (e.g., “they”). For story reading, first-person pronouns result in greater relative immersion 

but also decreased electrodermal activity (Hartung et al., 2016). The researchers interpreted this 

relative decrease as reflecting the effort required to translate from the “default” first-person 

perspective to the third-person perspective (A. D. Wilson & Golonka, 2013). In another study, 

amalgamated pronoun/instruction cues were used to guide visual perspective-taking (e.g., “You 

perspective:…” followed by a passage describing the experiences of “you”; Child et al., 2018). It 

was shown that “you” passages evoked higher ratings of emotion than did “he/she” passages. 

 
2 This study was conducted in the Italian language, in which a subject can be inferred from an inflected verb. 
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Another study showed that individuals are more likely to adopt the first-person 

perspective when reading short sentences that begin with the first-person pronoun “I” (e.g., “I am 

slicing the tomato.”) and more likely to adopt the third-person perspective when similar 

sentences are preceded by a sentence describing the actor (e.g., “I am a 30-year-old deli 

employee. I am making a vegetable wrap.”; Brunyé et al., 2009). Additionally, it was found 

that—in the second case—substituting the pronoun “you” led to more first-person 

representations of events. The researchers concluded that context and pronoun cues can guide 

readers to adopt the perspective of the actor in a sentence when they would not necessarily have 

done so spontaneously. Follow-up research showed that self-reported empathic engagement 

correlated positively with the likelihood of adopting a first-person perspective to visualize 

sentences beginning with “I” or “you” but not “He/She” (Brunyé et al., 2016). Using this 

methodology another study showed that—in the English and Japanese languages—personal 

pronouns can facilitate tasks that benefit from the instatement of the pronoun-prescribed 

perspective but that their presence does not enhance performance on comprehension tasks; the 

authors concluded that mental representation—from any perspective—is not necessary for 

language comprehension (Brunyé et al., 2016; Sato & Bergen, 2013). 

Concerning cases of comprehending a sentence or discourse that contains multiple 

agents, one report concluded that sentential and discourse information alone are insufficient to 

predict which agent’s viewpoint a comprehender will adopt (Beveridge & Pickering, 2013). 

When linguistic information is contextualized by an illustrated depiction of events, individuals 

adopt the perspective of an agent other than that which they would have in the presence of 

linguistic information alone (Vukovic & Williams, 2015). Indeed, a Dutch-language fMRI study, 

in which participants actively listened to stories framed with first- or third-person pronouns, no 
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pronoun-based differences in activation were observed (Hartung et al., 2017). Instead, activation 

patterns were associated with participants’ reports of the degree to which they adopted each 

perspective while listening to the stories. Notably, perspective was guided only through pronouns 

in this study and mental imagery was not directly emphasized. 

In a PET study, participants were instructed to associate the first-person perspective with 

the pronoun “you” and the third-person perspective with the pronoun “I” (Ruby & Decety, 

2001). Thereafter, they were presented with photographs of objects and—separately—presented 

auditorily with sentences, beginning with “I” or “you”, that described simple actions, involving 

an object (e.g. “You are stapling a sheet of paper”). They were instructed to imagine actions, 

based on these stimuli. First- and third-person perspective action simulation commonly recruited 

the supplementary motor area, precentral gyrus, precuneus and visual area 5 / middle temporal 

area (V5/MT) complex. Relative to first-person perspective simulation, third-person perspective 

simulation recruited the right inferior parietal cortex, precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex, and 

frontopolar cortex. The converse comparison showed activation in the left inferior parietal and 

somatosensory cortices. The current research aims to further this line of inquiry by disentangling 

the influences of personal pronouns and intentional perspective adoption on electrophysiology. 

Together, these findings motivate future research into factors that interact with linguistic 

cues to shape the perspective of mental representation. 

Current Study 

Previous EEG research compared slow-cortical potential (SCP) amplitudes to examine 

the electrophysiological correlates of imagining events (Conway et al., 2003). Participants 

imagined events, based on noun cues that described common objects and locations. It was found 

that imagining events was associated with electrophysiological changes in left prefrontal areas 
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and temporo-occipital areas; respectively, these observations were taken to reflect access to cue-

relevant knowledge and the retrieval of information related to visual imagery. This methodology 

was adapted for the current study to investigate how cognitive effort—indexed by SCP 

negativity—varies according to subject pronouns (first or third person) in sentence cues and 

explicit instructions to adopt a perspective. 

Hong et al. (2019) previously showed that imagining imperfective accomplishments 

evokes greater SCP negativity than does imagining perfective accomplishments. Subsequently, 

Hall (2015) showed that imagining accomplishments from the first-person perspective, evokes 

greater SCP negativity than does third-person imagining; this effect occurred equally for stimuli 

in the imperfective and perfect forms (e.g., “I was building” versus “I built”). Indeed, the 

influence of the perspective manipulation appeared to overshadow that of the grammatical aspect 

manipulation. For this reason, the current stimuli will include only imperfective 

accomplishments.  

The current experiment includes the accomplishment list used by Hall (2015) as well as 

the event imagining task. In this experiment, explicit perspective cues led to first-person 

imagining being associated with greater SCP negativity than third-person imagining. The current 

experiment includes this manipulation and adds that of personal pronouns: “I” versus “He/She”. 

It is expected that both explicit cues and personal pronouns will influence the cognitive processes 

underlying perspective-taking. The study aims to measure SCP negativity to index differences in 

the cognitive effort of imagining from different perspectives while reconciling the influence of 

these factors. It is predicted that first- and third-person pronouns, like first- and third-person 

perspective cues, will lead to greater and lesser relative SCP negativity, respectively. It is also 

predicted that greater SCP negativity will arise when cues and pronouns promote opposing 
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versus like perspectives (i.e., first-person pronoun + third-person cue, third-person pronoun + 

first-person cue). Notably, perspective adoption will also likely be influenced by participants’ 

tendencies toward either perspective and the perspectives adopted on preceding trials. It is 

possible that such influences have the potential to obscure the influence of the manipulated 

factors; overriding these influences could lead to noteworthy executive resource expenditure. 

This is a strong possibility, given the presumed approximately equal degrees of preference for 

the first- and third-person perspective among the experimental population (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; 

Hong et al., 2019; Mace et al., 2011; Rice & Rubin, 2010). This being stated, it has been 

suggested that spatial processing and visual attention may be governed by pathways that are at 

least partially distinct from those that govern executive processing (Miyake et al., 2000)—a 

possibility that further complicates the development of meaningful predictions. While the current 

methodology is not designed for the localization of such networks, it is predicted that 

perspective-based differences in processing difficulty will be reflected in observed changes in 

electrophysiology, generally. Given evidence that the influence of pronouns is highly context-

dependent (Brunyé et al., 2016), it is also predicted that perspective cues will play a greater role 

than pronouns in determining participants’ perspectives. Consequently, it is also predicted that 

third-person pronouns with first-person cues will result in greater SCP negativity than first-

person pronouns with third-person cues. 

Method 

Participants 

Eighty participants (56 female; aged 17–36 years; mean of 20.5 years) were recruited 

from the student population of Wilfrid Laurier University (Waterloo, Canada). All participants 
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were right-handed native English speakers. Participants were granted course credit for their 

participation. 

Materials 

Eight experimental lists were created, counterbalanced for the presentation order of the 

sentences, perspective cues, and pronouns. Each list consisted of 80 sentences in the imperfective 

(also present progressive) form. Sentences followed the following format: [“I” or “He”/“She”], 

“was”, [verb], “the”, [noun]. The verbs included in this study were all accomplishment events 

with natural endpoints. For example, the verb “build” is naturally associated with something 

being built, at which point the act of building ceases. Verbs selected were high in terms of 

frequency and familiarity. Nouns were chosen by a three-person research team based on 

familiarity and fit with verbs (Appendix B). 

Questionnaire 

A questionnaire booklet was created to gather information on the phenomenological 

characteristics of each imagined event. The booklet questions measured the following event 

elements on 7-point Likert Scales: 1) Vividness of people including self, 2) Vividness of objects, 

3) Vividness of location, 4) Vividness of emotions, 5) Vividness of touch, 6) Importance. The 

question also asked participants to indicate if their imagined events featured any of the following 

time segments: Beginning, middle, end (Appendix E). 

Procedure 

Following the receipt of informed consent, a researcher set the third-person pronouns in 

the experimental presentation to correspond to the gender identity indicated by the participant on 

the demographics form. Each participant was then seated in an electrically shielded booth, in 

front of a monitor, a button box, and a questionnaire booklet. An EEG cap was then fitted upon 
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their head. Resistance was kept at < 5 kΩ. Participants were instructed to adopt “the viewpoint 

through their own eyes, as you see events through your own eyes everyday” when reading 

stimuli in blue (first-person) and adopt “the viewpoint of an observer outside yourself, seeing 

yourself perform the described action from whichever angle or distance is natural” when reading 

stimuli in red. They also had a textual reminder of the colour cues posted in front of them. Each 

participant saw only one version of the stimulus presentation. All stimulus words were presented, 

individually and sequentially, in the centre of the screen. During and after reading each sentence, 

participants were to generate a novel imagined event, based on the cue. It was emphasized that to 

participants that they should not attempt to recall specific memories. If ever a participant found 

that they were unable to generate an event that could be described by the cue, they were 

instructed to indicate their inability to do so by crossing off the relevant section of the 

questionnaire booklet. Participants were not to blink or move their eyes, while stimuli were on 

the screen, to avoid artifact contamination. Each trial proceeded as follows: “Ready” (waits for 

button press), “+” fixation (2000 ms + 500 ms blank), “I” (300 ms + 200 ms blank), “was” (300 

ms + 200 ms blank), verb (300 ms + 200 ms blank), “the” (300 ms + 200 ms blank), noun (3000 

ms), “Refer to booklet” (waits for button press; Figure 2). After the event imagining stage, 

participants completed a section of the questionnaire booklet. Four practice trials were used to 

supplement the explanation of the procedure and ensure participant understanding. 

EEG recording/processing followed the same procedure as Experiment 1. 

Results 

EEG 

Trials contaminated by artifacts (blinks, excessive muscle artifact, etc.) were removed 

before averaging (21.8%). Data from participants with ≥ 40% trials removed due to artifacts, 
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were excluded from the analyses; data from the remaining 48 participants were included in SCP 

analyses. ERP averages were then created for each participant that spanned from 200 ms before 

stimulus onset until 5000 ms thereafter. SCP amplitudes were then divided into two time 

segments for analysis: Retrieval (0–2500 ms) and maintenance (2500-5000 ms). Data were 

analyzed with a Pronoun (I, He/She) × Perspective (First-person, Third-person) × Anteriority 

(prefrontal, frontal, central, parietal, occipital) × Laterality (left, middle, right) × List (1–8) 

ANOVA. The List variable differentiated between the 8 experimental presentation versions. All 

variables were within-subjects other than the List variable, which was included to reduce 

variability from rotating participants across different experimental lists but has no theoretical 

interest (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). The following electrodes were included in the topographical 

analysis: FP1, FPZ, FP2, F3, FZ, F4, C3, CZ, C4, P3, PZ, P4, CB1, OZ, CB2. Subsequently, 

contrasts were conducted, based on a priori hypotheses, to identify differences according to 

Perspective at each level of Pronoun. 

None of the analyses conducted yielded significant differences in SCP amplitudes. 

However, during the 0–2500 ms time segment, there was a marginal interaction between 

Perspective and Laterality, F(2,80) = 2.53, p = .086, ηp
2 = .059, but planned contrasts did not 

elucidate the nature of this effect (Figure 7; Table 5). 

Behavioural 

Each of the vividness and importance measures was analyzed with a Pronoun (I, He/She) 

× Perspective (First-person, Third-person) × List (1–8) ANOVA and contrasts, based on a priori 

hypotheses, to identify differences according to Perspective at each level of Pronoun. The time 

segment measures were analyzed with a Pronoun (I, He/She) × Perspective (First-person, Third-

person) × Time (Beginning, Middle, End) × List (1–8) ANOVA, with follow-up contrasts to 
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determine how perspective cues and pronouns affected time segment ratings and how ratings 

differed according to time segment, independent of Perspective and Pronoun (Tables 6, 7). 

Vividness of People 

No significant differences were observed. 

Vividness of Objects 

Ratings were higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, F(1,68) = 8.15, p = 

.006, ηp
2 = .11; there was a marginal interaction between Pronoun and Perspective, F(1,68) = 

3.51, p = .065, ηp
2 = .049, such that ratings were higher for first- than for third-person 

perspective cues, following first- but not third-person pronouns, F(1,68) = 12.29, p < .001, ηp
2 = 

.15. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective, at either level of the Pronoun factor.  

Vividness of Location 

Pronoun and Perspective interacted, F(1,68) = 6.15, p = .016, ηp
2 = .083, such that ratings 

were higher for third- than for first-person cues, following third- but not first-person pronouns, 

F(1,68) = 5.88, p = .018, ηp
2 = .08. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective, at either level of the Pronoun factor. 

Vividness of Emotions 

Emotion ratings were higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, F(1,68) = 

7.82, p = .007, ηp
2 = .10. While the Pronoun × Perspective cue was not significant, planned 

contrasts showed that ratings were higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, 

following first-person pronouns, F(1,68) = 5.68, p = .02, ηp
2 = .077, whereas ratings were only 
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marginally higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, following third-person 

pronouns, F(1,68) = 3.79, p = .056, ηp
2 = .053. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective, at either level of the Pronoun factor.  

Vividness of Touch 

Ratings were marginally higher for first- than for third-person pronouns, F(1,68) = 3.70, 

p = .058, ηp
2 = .052. Ratings were higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, F(1,68) 

= 33.32, p < .001, ηp
2 = .33. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective, at either level of the Pronoun factor.  

Importance 

Ratings were marginally higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, F(1,68) = 

3.28, p = .074, ηp
2 = .046. While the Pronoun × Perspective cue was not significant, planned 

contrasts showed that ratings were higher for first- than for third-person perspective cues, 

following first- but not third-person pronouns, F(1,68) = 3.53, p = .065, ηp
2 = .049. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective, at either level of the Pronoun factor. 

Time Segments 

The effect of Time was significant, F(2,134) = 85.25, p < .001, ηp
2 = .56. The beginning 

segment was visualized marginally more than the end segment, F(1,67) = 3.47, p = .067, ηp
2 = 

.049, while the middle segment was visualized more than the beginning and end segments 

F(1,67) = 92.55, p < .001, ηp
2 = .58 and F(1,67) = 128.90, p < .001, ηp

2 = .66, respectively. 

Events were marginally more likely to have featured one or more specific time segments 
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following first-person pronouns, F(1,67) = 3.89, p = .053, ηp
2 = .055. A marginal Time by 

Perspective interaction was found, F(1.89,126.65) = 3.03, p = .055, ηp
2 = .043, such that the 

Beginning time segment was visualized marginally more often following first- versus third-

person perspective cues, F(1,67) = 3.81, p = .055, ηp
2 = .054. 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences in the frequency 

with which each Time segment was visualized nor any other significant differences in Time, 

according to Perspective, at either level of the Pronoun factor. 

Correlations 

A correlational analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between SCP 

amplitudes, and behavioural ratings/scores, per time segment (Table 8). It should be noted that 

these analyses were highly exploratory and primarily intended to inform future research 

directions.  

Discussion 

Against expectations, neither differences in personal pronouns nor differences in 

perspective cues influenced the cognitive effort associated with imagining events, as indexed by 

SCPs. In contrast, it was previously shown that, when reading a single sentence, individuals 

adopted the first- and third-person perspectives when reading sentences featuring first- and third-

person pronouns, respectively (Brunyé et al., 2009). A plausible explanation for this result is that 

previously studied participant samples were inherently biased towards adopting the first-person 

perspective. It has been found that individuals’ perspective-adoption rates range from 51–65% 

and 41–65% for the first- and third-person perspectives, respectively (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; 

Hong et al., 2019; Mace et al., 2011; Rice & Rubin, 2010; Vukovic & Shtyrov, 2017). Crucially, 

a study that evaluated individuals’ perspective-adoption tendencies using a spatial task showed 
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that approximately 51% and 41% of participants consistently adopted the first-person and third-

person perspective, respectively; only 7% were inconsistent in preferentially adopting either 

perspective (Vukovic & Shtyrov, 2017). As such, it is possible that similar sample rates of 

perspective tendencies and the influence of varied pronouns may have attenuated the effect of the 

perspective cues. Samples in such research could easily be composed of participants with 

opposing perspective-adoption tendencies at a 1:1 ratio, which could lead results to be “cancelled 

out”. For this reason, future research may more effectively produce meaningful results if 

individuals with a tendency towards either perspective are evaluated as such so that perspective-

tendency can be factored into analyses. 

However, as all attempts were made to control for individual and stimulus list variation, it 

is perhaps more likely that the observed outcome was observed due to participants experiencing 

varying degrees of confusion in the face of competing linguistic-based and explicit cues. It is 

plausible that this introduced an amount of noise sufficient to yield this unexpected outcome. 

Therefore, it is recommended that—when an experiment includes more than one factor intended 

to influence perspective—it should also aim to gather participants accounts of their mental 

representations, with regard to visual perspective. Such efforts should contribute to identifying 

how the relevant perspective manipulations might yield unexpected patterns in the content of 

mental representations. 

The finding that location vividness was greater for imagining based on third-person cues 

is consistent with previous research on episodic memory recall, which indicates that the third-

person perspective places emphasis on spatial relations (Mcisaac & Eich, 2002). Notably, the 

current effect only occurred after sentences featuring a third-person pronoun. This result 

indicates that pronouns may be particularly influential on the spatial elements of visualizations. 
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Participants rated objects as being more vivid from the first-person perspective and this 

effect was even more pronounced for first-person pronoun sentences. This measure was largely 

exploratory and there are no known studies that would allow for a meaningful comparison 

between results, according to this outcome. However, it is notable and logical that the first-

person perspective placed focus on individual objects whereas the third-person perspective 

placed focus on the scene/location as a whole (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; D’Argembeau et al., 

2003; Eich et al., 2009; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002; Robinson & Swanson, 1993; Talarico et al., 

2004). 

First-person perspective cues led to greater vividness of emotion than third-person cues. 

Similar results were found in research on perspectives and emotion in AM retrieval (Berntsen & 

Rubin, 2006; Eich et al., 2009; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002). The observation of this pattern, based on 

an imagining task, shows that a comparatively more intense emotional experience may be tied to 

first-person visualization, in general, rather than just to memory visualization. 

In the current study, touch vividness was rated as higher for the first-person perspective. 

Notably, a previous AM study produced similar results when participants were allowed to freely 

adopt either perspective but not when they were explicitly instructed to adopt either perspective 

(Berntsen & Rubin, 2006). This difference indicates that the phenomenological characteristics of 

an event vary based on perspective imposition and event veridicality.  

It was found that the Beginning Time Segment was imagined relatively more frequently, 

following first-person perspective cues. In previous research, the relationship between 

perspective and event time segments has only been investigated indirectly and this research 

indicates that no such relationship exists (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Hong et al., 2019). The novel 

finding, in the current study, that a visual perspective and time segments may be related in 
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certain contexts motivates future research into the visualization of spatial and temporal 

information. 

It should be noted that SCP amplitudes were taken to reflect perspective-based 

differences in the cognitive effort associated with imagining events. Conclusions based on fMRI 

research indicate that imaging should not necessarily reflect changes according to the 

investigated phenomenological characteristics, given the current paradigm (Eich et al., 2009). 

The current study provides further evidence that, although pronoun and cue-based perspective 

manipulations may alter awareness of various phenomenological changes, these changes may not 

be detectable using methods resembling those employed in the current study.  

Conclusion 

The current study aimed to build upon previous research that investigated the neural 

correlates of visualizing events from different visual perspectives (Eich et al., 2009; Freton et al., 

2014) and upon research on the relationship between personal pronouns and perspective adoption 

(Brunyé et al., 2009). Participants were cued to imagine events from the first- or third-person 

perspective, based on sentences that featured first- or third-person pronouns. These factors were 

not found to effect differences in SCP-indexed cognitive effort. As both explicit instructions and 

sentence pronouns have previously been shown to directly or indirectly influence the cognitive 

effort associated with event visualization, it was concluded that relative differences in cognitive 

effort were not observed due to noise introduced via linguistic confusion. Future research on this 

topic seek to characterize qualitative differences in the content of mental representations, to 

identify the instructions/stimuli that are most likely to have contributed to this outcome. Studies 

should also seek to categorize stimuli according to the perspectives they evoke. Overall, the 

current study highlights the existence of various influences on perspective adoption, guides 
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future research directions, and motivates tighter controls on factors that may influence 

perspective adoption. 
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Chapter 4 

Autobiographical Memory 

AMs are traces of personal experiences. Necessarily, at the time of encoding, they are 

formed from the first-person perspective—the viewpoint from which an individual sees the 

external world through their own eyes. However, AMs can be recalled from either the first- or 

the third-person perspective. From the latter perspective, an individual sees themselves from 

outside their own body, as if viewed by an external observer (Nigro & Neisser, 1983). A wide 

array of factors influence which perspective is adopted during memory recall. In turn, the 

perspective of recall has numerous social, cognitive, and clinical consequences. 

For AMs that are recalled intentionally and those that come to mind spontaneously, both 

perspectives tend to be adopted in similar proportions (Mace et al., 2011). Perspective-taking, 

during AM recall, has been examined through several imaging studies. In research where 

visualization perspectives were assigned, it was found that third-person recall led to less relative 

activation in the insula and somato-motor areas, while first-person recall led to greater relative 

activation in the right posterior amygdala (Eich et al., 2009). Other research, where perspectives 

were adopted spontaneously, has implicated the precuneus in playing a role in spatial processing 

during first-person AM visualization (Freton et al., 2014; Grol et al., 2017). The temporo-parietal 

junction has also been implicated in playing a role in shifting from the first- to the third-person 

perspective (Grol et al., 2017). Another body of research has focused on the phenomenological 

aspects of retrieving AMs from different perspectives. AMs recalled from the first- versus the 

third-person perspective emphasized sensory features, the emotional experience, and 

psychological states (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002). Third-person AMs 
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tended to feature greater emphasis on the visual characteristics of the self and spatial information 

(Mcisaac & Eich, 2002). Notably, as the knowledge base on visual perspective grows, it is 

becoming clear that the perspective of representation is related to numerous behavioural 

outcomes. However, it has often been observed that the perspective-behaviour relationship is 

strongly mediated by individual and situational characteristics.  

Individual Differences 

It has been shown that perspective preference is largely based on individual differences. 

When describing memories, each individual typically does so from a single perspective or from a 

stable combination of both perspectives, across all descriptions (Siedlecki, 2014; Verhaeghen et 

al., 2018). During unconstrained visualization (i.e., mind wandering), perspective frequencies 

have been found to vary according to gender and culture. It has also been found that the third-

person perspective is the most frequently adopted perspective of visualization for 46% of 

individuals (Christian et al., 2013). In one study, participants moved through a virtual maze, 

provided information about the relative direction of their starting position, and were accordingly 

categorized as egocentric (first-person) or allocentric (third-person; Schönebeck et al., 2001). 

Subsequently, this difference was reflected in their performance on a sentence-picture 

verification task (Vukovic & Williams, 2015). Some individuals have reported that they never 

spontaneously adopt the third-person perspective during memory visualization, but virtually all 

individuals have reported that they recall memories from the first-person perspective at least 

some of the time. Further, most or all individuals have displayed the ability to adopt either 

perspective, when directed to do so (Radvansky & Svob, 2018). Other research has discovered a 

distinction between those who do and do not tend to spontaneously form visual imagery as part 

of information processing. Those with this tendency have difficulty with comprehension when a 
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visual is depicted from the “non-preferred” perspective (Jiang & Wyer, 2009). For the 

visualization of self-executed movements, it has been found that individuals increasingly favour 

the third-person perspective with age (Liu et al., 2019). Other research on this topic showed 

that—when a cognitive task necessitated or would be enabled by adopting a third-person 

perspective—older individuals took longer to do so but were more able to make judgments that 

required them to adopt the viewpoint of another (Martin et al., 2019). Perspective preferences 

may also depend on genetic factors. The tendency to adopt either perspective—for the 

visualization of positive memories—is associated with the co-occurrence of a polymorphism of 

the serotonin-transporter-linked promoter region and long-term stress exposure (Lemogne et al., 

2009). Working memory was found to be associated with perspective-taking ability during 

language comprehension, while both working memory and long-term memory were found to be 

associated with performance on a cue generation task (Ryskin et al., 2015). As such, research on 

visual perspective would benefit from accounting for various individual differences (e.g. age, 

visualization ability, cognitive capacities) and tendencies toward either perspective. 

Visualization and Stimulus Content 

While individuals possess general tendencies toward either perspective, these tendencies 

shift as a function of the events or items being visualized. The content of visualization targets 

often leads to different processing outcomes, depending on the perspective from which the 

visualizations are viewed. First-person, relative to third-person, visualization of painful 

experiences has been found to result in greater activation in brain areas associated with 

interoceptive awareness, emotional awareness, visual imagery, and the sense of body ownership 

(Christian et al., 2015). Other research has shown that individuals were more likely to describe 

situations from the perspective of another person, if that person is depicted as performing an 
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action or if emphasis is else-wise placed on an action that could be performed by another person 

(Lozano et al., 2007). It has also been found that individuals’ visualizations vary, not only 

between the first- and the third-person perspective; variation in visualization content also occurs 

within third-person perspective representation, in terms of the relative angle and distance 

between the viewer and the target of observation (Rice & Rubin, 2010). Other research has 

examined individuals’ ability to adopt different perspectives towards completing cue generation, 

comprehension, and production tasks. This research provided evidence against the existence of a 

global “perspective-taking ability,” as applied to the relevant task domains (Ryskin et al., 2015). 

However, as the existing reports on perspective-taking are diverse in terms of tasks and stimuli, 

it is difficult to draw conclusions about perspective-taking in general and to break the process 

down into subcomponents. Consequently, progress in this research area would benefit from task 

and stimulus simplification, that perspective-related subprocesses might be isolated. 

Socio-affective Factors 

An individual’s perspective of AM recall also has socio-behavioural implications. Use of 

the first-person perspective has been shown to allow for relatively greater sensitivity to the 

emotional states of others (Child et al., 2018). Imaging research has shown that, in situations 

where another person is in pain, using the third-person perspective can engage brain regions that 

enable empathy. Further, those that are more successful at third-person visualization have been 

found to display increased activity in regions associated with emotional and cognitive regulation 

(Jackson et al., 2006; van der Heiden et al., 2013). For individuals with low self-esteem, it has 

been found that recalling past failures from the third-person perspective leads to comparatively 

greater engagement in overgeneralization and more frequent feelings of shame (Libby et al., 

2011). Individuals are also more likely to use the third-person perspective to recall themselves 
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engaging in behaviours that are inconsistent with their self-concept (Libby & Eibach, 2002). 

Related research showed that cases of past, regrettable inaction and action seem comparatively 

more or less regrettable, respectively, when represented from the third-person perspective 

(Valenti et al., 2011). In sum, various socio-affective states are associated with perspective 

preferences. With further research, these preferences may represent valuable predictors of socio-

affective outcomes. 

Neuropsychiatric Associations 

Changes in visual perspective are also associated with clinical outcomes for various 

mental disorders. Above-average rates of third-person representation are present in the AMs of 

adolescents with depression (Kuyken & Howell, 2007) and in the visualizations of the future 

formed by adults with dysphoria (Hallford, 2019). However, no such effect was found for AM 

representation in another non-clinical sample (McFadden & Siedlecki, 2020). In individuals with 

major depressive disorder, positive AMs less frequently feature the first-person perspective. It 

has been suggested that therapies could treat depression by encouraging recollection from the 

first-person perspective (Lemogne et al., 2006). A polymorphism that predicts tendencies in 

perspective adoption (see Individual Differences), is also a risk factor for depression (Lemogne 

et al., 2009). Formerly depressed individuals are also impaired in their ability to recall positive 

events from the first-person perspective. Additionally, these memories feature relatively low 

specificity (Bergouignan et al., 2008). While there is evidence that suicidal ideation, like 

depression, is related to low AM specificity (Pollock & Williams, 2001); unlike depression, 

suicidal ideation is associated with favouring first-person perspective AMs (Chu et al., 2015). 

These findings show how further knowledge of perspective could lead to the development of 

predictive indices or treatments for depression. 
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Individuals with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) have reported that—immediately 

after recalling their PTSD-inciting events from the third-person perspective—their memories are 

characterized by a relative decrease in emotionality and anxiety-provoking factors (McIsaac & 

Eich, 2004). Subsequent research has concluded that individuals with PTSD, who tend to adopt 

the third-person perspective while recalling traumatic memories, display more severe PTSD 

symptoms (Kenny et al., 2009). Individuals with schizophrenia tend to recall memories from the 

third-person perspective more frequently than do neurotypical individuals (Potheegadoo et al., 

2013). These findings motivate further research into the cognitive bases underlying the 

relationship between visual perspective and mental illness. As such, the characterization of the 

electrophysiological correlates of perspective-taking, could further the development of objective 

metrics used to diagnose and characterize psychiatric illnesses. 

Grammatical Aspect, and Lexical Aspect 

It has previously been shown that perspective-use tendencies vary based on temporal 

information present in the representation cue (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Hong et al., 2019). In 

language, information about the temporal development of events is given by grammatical aspect 

and lexical aspect. Grammatical aspect conveys how events extend through time. An 

imperfective event (e.g., “I was walking”) is ongoing or repetitive while a perfective event (e.g., 

“I walked”) exists in a point in time (Madden & Ferretti, 2009). Lexical aspect conveys whether 

events possess or lack natural endpoints. For example, the accomplishment, “build”, naturally 

ends when something is built, whereas the activity, “act”, has no naturally associated endpoint 

(Vendler, 1957). 

In a previous study on this topic (Ferretti & Katz, 2009), participants generated AMs 

based on concrete noun cues. In turn, these AMs were rewritten into the imperfective, perfective, 
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or perfect forms and provided to the participants who generated them, as cues for the generation 

of other AMs. These AMs were subcategorized as having occurred prior to, during, or after the 

original cueing event. Individuals were more likely to adopt the third-person perspective to recall 

AMs from the same period as the cueing event, when the cue was given in the imperfective or 

perfect form. In contrast, they were more likely to adopt the first-person perspective in the case 

of AMs from after the cueing event, when the cue was given in the imperfective form. These 

results indicate that the perspective used to represent an AM is strongly influenced by temporal 

information and the relationship between cues and real-world knowledge. It is important to note 

that the temporal cues used in this study involved events that varied in their temporal and causal 

properties. As a result, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions about how the temporal 

information in the event cues constrained the perspective used by participants when recalling 

AMs. 

More recently, Hong et al. (2019) had participants imagine events in response to 

accomplishment phrases (e.g., I was building). Participants were more likely to represent events 

from the first-person perspective following perfective, as compared to imperfective cues. It was 

also found that imagining based on imperfective cues was associated with greater relative slow-

cortical potential (SCP) negativity (Hong et al., 2019). Together, these findings motivate 

research into how grammatical and lexical aspect influence perspective adoption tendencies and 

the associated cognitive effort required for event representation. To account for the influence of 

temporal factors, stimuli in the current study consisted of accomplishment phrases. Experiments 

3a (E3a) and 3b (E3b) presented stimuli in the imperfective and perfective forms, respectively. 

Experiment 3a 
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E3a aimed to characterize the electrophysiological profile of retrieving AMs from the 

first- and third-person perspectives and maintaining them in the mind. To accomplish this, the 

current experiment used EEG methods closely resembling those of Conway et al. (2001). Under 

this procedure, EEG signals were recorded for the analysis of SCPs, while participants recalled 

AMs and maintained them in mind. To rule out confounds associated with specific memories, the 

current AM prompts were sentences that each described a single, concrete accomplishment event 

(e.g., I was inflating the ball). 

In a previous in-lab study, participants adopted the first- or the third-person perspective 

and imagined themselves engaging in events, based on sentence stimuli resembling those in the 

current study (Hall, 2015). These stimuli consisted of accomplishments given in the imperfective 

(e.g. I was building the fence) or the perfect (e.g. I had built the fence) form. Events imagined 

from the first- versus the third-person perspective were found to be associated with greater SCP 

negativity (see Hong et al., 2019 for a similar result). Notably, the current study differs in that it 

will investigate AM recall—a process that is distinct from but related to event imagining. 

Differences between the aims, methods, and outcomes of past studies—as compared to the 

current study—make it difficult to derive specific hypotheses regarding cortical topography or 

effect directionality. Nevertheless, it is predicted that greater relative SCP negativity will be 

associated with first-person AM recall, as was observed with imagined events.  

The current study will also investigate the vividness associated with AM representation 

from each perspective. For AMs and imagined future events, it has been shown that the first-

person perspective is associated with greater vividness (Berg et al., 2021; Marcotti & St. Jacques, 

2017; Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Sutin & Robins, 2010). High versus low self-esteem individuals 

report their memories as being more vivid and more often represented from the first-person 
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perspective (Sutin & Robins, 2007). Other research has shown that the first-person perspective is 

associated with greater vividness for affective sensations, physical sensations, psychological 

states, sensory experience, and visual imagery while the third-person perspective is associated 

with greater vividness for physical actions, self-observations, and spatial information (Berntsen 

& Rubin, 2006; D’Argembeau et al., 2003; Eich et al., 2009; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002; Robinson & 

Swanson, 1993; Talarico et al., 2004). Among these studies, only Eich et al. (2009) and Mcisaac 

& Eich (2002) manipulated perspective and found resultant differences in measures related to 

vividness. These studies found that participants’ descriptions of their memories featured more 

mentions of affective reactions, physical sensations, and psychological states when they used the 

first- versus the third-person perspective; the opposite was found for mentions of physical 

actions and spatial relations. It has also been shown that the vividness of imagined actions was 

greater if the actions were represented from participants’ preferred perspectives (Liu et al., 

2019). Crucially, Hall (2015) found that accomplishments imagined from the third-person 

perspective featured greater relative vividness. As the current study will employ similar stimuli 

and methods, this finding is also expected in the current study. Despite this, vividness is still 

considered a largely exploratory measure, due to the diversity of methods and findings in other 

relevant literature. 

This study also seeks to determine if the personal importance associated with an AM is 

contingent upon the perspective it is represented from. For imagined future events, it has been 

shown that cognitive feelings (autonoetic consciousness; sense of an event’s likelihood and 

date/time of occurrence) are shaped by vividness, perspective, and personal importance 

(D’Argembeau & Linden, 2012). Based on this result, it seems reasonable to predict that 

perspective and personal importance may also shape AM’s phenomenological characteristics and 
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requisite cognitive effort. However, the likely nature of the relationship between these factors 

remains unclear. 

AM representations can be categorized according to their inclusion of an event’s 

initiation (Beginning) and/or its discontinuance (End). An event segment may also be 

represented, which features neither the beginning nor the end of that event (Middle). It has been 

shown that the representation of event segments and perspective vary as a function of 

morphosyntactic information in cues. Ferretti and Katz (2009) had participants generate AMs, 

based on noun cues. AMs were then rewritten in the imperfective, perfective, or perfect form and 

used as cues in the subsequent study phase. Participants then recalled AMs based on these cues, 

and these AMs were categorized by the researchers as having occurred prior to, during, or after 

the cueing event. Events based on imperfective cues featured the middle of the event more often 

when they took place during the cuing event, featured the end less often when they took place 

after the cueing event, and featured the end more often they took place after the cueing event. 

Events based on perfect cues featured the beginning more often when they took place prior to the 

cueing event and featured the end more often when they took place after the cueing event. 

Perfective cues did not lead to differences according to these measures. Hong et al. (2019) 

showed that imagined activities featured the middle portion of events more when based on 

imperfective versus perfective stimuli, while the opposite effect occurred for the end portion; 

imagined accomplishments featured the end portion of events more when based on perfective 

stimuli. This shows that activities and accomplishments emphasize the ongoing portion and end 

state of events, respectively, and that perfective/imperfective phrasing can alter this emphasis. 

Together, the above-mentioned studies additionally show that the temporal content of events is 

also modified by whether an event is recalled or imagined, the personal relevance of cues, and 
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the degree of experimental control over lexical aspect. The current study seeks to determine 

if/how perspective influences the presence of each event segment in AMs that—in order to 

control for the influences of grammatical and lexical aspect—were cued by exclusively 

imperfective accomplishments. 

Lastly, several studies have demonstrated that, as time passes, memories are more often 

recalled from the third-person perspective (Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Rice & Rubin, 2009; 

Robinson & Swanson, 1993; Sutin & Robins, 2007). It is expected that this finding will be 

replicated in the current study. 

Method 

Participants 

Seventy-three participants (51 female; aged 18–22 years; mean of 19 years were recruited 

from the student population of Wilfrid Laurier University (Waterloo, Canada). All participants 

were right-handed native English speakers. Participants were granted course credit for their 

participation. 

Materials 

An experimental presentation was created, which consisted of 80 sentences given in the 

imperfective (also, present progressive) form. Sentences followed the format, “I”, “was”, [verb], 

“the”, [noun] (e.g., I was sweeping the floor; Figure 3). The event phrases included in this study 

were all accomplishments that have natural endpoints (i.e., telic). For example, the verb “build” 

is naturally associated with something being built, at which point the act of building ceases. 

Nouns were chosen by a three-person research team based on fit with verbs (Appendix B). 

Stimuli were used to create four pseudo-randomized stimulus presentations, designed to 

counterbalance perspective cues and the order of stimulus presentation. 
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Questionnaire 

A questionnaire booklet was created to gather information on the phenomenological 

characteristics of each imagined event. The booklet questions measured the following event 

elements on 7-point Likert Scales: 1) Vividness, 2) Importance, 3) Temporal components: 

Beginning, Middle, End, 4) Description, 5) Date of event occurrence (Appendix F). 

Procedure 

Following the receipt of informed consent, each participant was seated in an electrically 

shielded booth, in front of a monitor, a button box, and a questionnaire booklet. An EEG cap was 

then fitted upon their head. Electrode resistance was kept at < 5 kΩ. Participants were instructed 

to adopt “the viewpoint through their own eyes, as you see events every day” when reading 

stimuli in blue (first-person) and adopt “the viewpoint of an observer outside yourself, seeing 

you perform the described action from whichever angle or distance is natural” when reading 

stimuli in red. They also had a textual reminder of the colour cues posted in front of them. All 

stimulus words were presented individually, in sequence, in the centre of the screen. While 

reading each stimulus sentence, participants were to recall an AM, upon the appearance of a 

noun. They were to press a button upon successful retrieval of an AM or to do nothing if they 

were unsuccessful or if no relevant AM came to mind. Following the retrieval of an AM, 

participants were to hold the AM in mind until the noun was no longer onscreen. Participants 

were not to blink or move their eyes while stimuli were on the screen, to avoid artifact 

contamination. Each trial proceeded as follows: “Ready” (waits for button press), “+” fixation 

(2000 ms + 500 ms blank), “I” (300 ms + 200 ms blank), “was” (300 ms + 200 ms blank), verb 

(300 ms + 200 ms blank), “the” (300 ms + 200 ms blank), noun (waits for button press or 10000 

ms), noun (appears only if button was pressed; 5000 ms), “Refer to booklet” (waits for button 
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press). After retrieving and maintaining each AM, participants completed a section of the 

questionnaire booklet. In cases where successful memory retrieval did not occur, participants 

were to cross out the relevant section of the questionnaire rather than completing it. Participants 

were told not to continue to elaborate on the relevant recollection as they completed each section 

of the questionnaire. It was explained to participants that the “Vividness” rating should reflect 

the degree to which the preceding recollection was clear and detailed, while the “Importance” 

rating should reflect the degree to which it held personal importance. Participants were informed 

that the temporal components referred to whether the preceding recollection did or did not 

feature the absolute starting point, the middle, or the end of the event. Participants were also 

informed that they could select any or all temporal segments but that they should select at least 

one. Lastly, participants were asked to include their best estimates of the year, month, and day 

that each recalled event occurred. Four practice trials were used to supplement the explanation of 

the procedure and ensure participant understanding. 

EEG recording/processing followed the same procedure as Experiment 1. 

Results 

Trials contaminated by artifacts (blinks, excessive muscle artifact, etc.) were removed 

before averaging (45.8%), as were those in which memory recall did not occur. Data from 

participants with ≥ 40% trials removed due to artifacts, were excluded from the analyses; data 

from the remaining 50 participants were included in SCP analyses. ERP averages were then 

created for each participant, for retrieval and maintenance phases of memory retrieval. 

The retrieval epochs spanned from 200 ms prior to sentence onset until a button press 

occurred (indicating memory recall). Data were baselined to the 200 ms pre-stimulus segment. 

The epochs were then cut down to the nearest 500 ms mark for comparative analysis purposes. 
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Epochs ranged in length from 500–3500 ms, post noun onset. Lastly, all epochs were cut into 

500 ms segments.  

The maintenance epochs spanned from 200 ms prior to a button press until 5000 ms 

thereafter. For analysis purposes, maintenance epochs were divided into 0–2000 ms and 2000–

4000 ms segments. Data following the 4000 ms mark were omitted from analysis due to 

excessive artifact contamination. The entire 0–4000 ms segment was also analyzed to detect 

differences across the overall maintenance phase. 

Each time segment was analyzed with a Perspective (First-person, Third-person) × 

Anteriority (prefrontal, frontal, central, parietal, occipital) × Laterality (left, middle, right) × List 

(1, 2) ANOVA. Subsequently, contrasts were conducted, based on a priori hypotheses, to 

identify differences according to Perspective. 

The List variable—included solely to reduce variability from rotating participants—was 

the only non-within-subjects variable (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). 

Retrieval 

None of the factors analyzed led to significant differences in SCP amplitudes across the 

seven 500 ms time segments from 0–3500 ms (Table 9).  

Maintenance 

The Perspective × Laterality interaction was significant for the 0–2000 ms, F(1.97,94.66) 

= 3.83, p = .026, ηp
2 = .07, and 0–4000 ms, F(2,96) = 3.62, p = .031, ηp

2 = .07, time segments. 

The Perspective × Laterality interaction was marginally significant for the 2000–4000 ms time 

segment, F(2,96) = 2.80, p = .066, ηp
2 = .055. 
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In the 0–2000 ms time segment, for the third- but not the first-person condition, SCPs 

were more negative in right electrodes than in left, F(1,48) = 4.09, p = .049, ηp
2 = .08, and 

midline electrodes, F(1,48) = 8.5, p = .005, ηp
2 = .15 

In the 0–4000 ms time segment, for the third- but not the first-person condition, SCPs 

were more negative in right electrodes than in midline electrodes, F(1,48) = 13.48, p < .001, ηp
2 

= .22 (Table 10; Figure 8).  

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective. 

Behavioural 

Each behavioural measure was analyzed with a Perspective (First-person, Third-person) 

× List (1, 2) ANOVA. The time segment measures were analyzed with a Perspective (First-

person, Third-person) × Time (Beginning, Middle, End) × List (1, 2) ANOVA, with follow-up 

contrasts to determine how perspective cues affected time segment ratings and how ratings 

differed according to time segment. 

It was found that Vividness was marginally greater for first- than for third-person 

perspective representations, F(1,47) = 3.56, p = .07, ηp
2 = .07 (Table 6). For the time segment 

analysis, the effect of Time was significant, F(1.75,82.14) = 53.12, p < .001, ηp
2 = .53. The 

middle segment was visualized more than the beginning and end segments F(1,47) = 62.20, p < 

.001, ηp
2 = .57 and F(1,47) = 67.21, p < .001, ηp

2 = .59, respectively (Table 11). 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences in the frequency 

with which each Time segment was visualized nor any other significant differences in 

behavioural measures, according to Perspective. 
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A correlational analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between SCP 

amplitudes, and behavioural ratings/scores, per time segment (Table 12). It should be noted that 

these analyses were highly exploratory and primarily intended to inform future research 

directions.  

Discussion 

For the 0–2000 and 0–4000 ms time segments of the maintenance period, the Perspective 

× Laterality effect was significant. In the third-person condition greater SCP negativity was 

observed in right than in left and midline electrodes. This finding implicates the associated 

cortical regions as being recruited to a greater extent for third-person AM recall. However, it 

should be noted that topographical localization was not a major objective of the current study. 

Rather, the aim was to determine how SCP amplitudes differ as a function of AM perspective, 

overall. It was found that such differences are most evident during the period in which a memory 

is rehearsed in the mind, having already been formed. 

Previous, in-lab studies have demonstrated that relatively minor changes to the current 

paradigm can lead to a markedly different patten of results. In two studies, the third-person 

perspective was associated with more negative SCPs than the first-person perspective when 

imagining accomplishments (Hall, 2015), while E1 showed both directions of effects in a 

topography-dependent manner. Combined, these results indicate that SCPs are highly sensitive to 

slight changes in linguistic stimuli.  

Research using fMRI has shown that—for any visual perspective—visualization engages 

a similar brain network, but network regions vary in activation levels as a function of perspective 

(Eich et al., 2009; Freton et al., 2014; Grol et al., 2017). It has also been shown that changes in 

the fMRI BOLD signal covary with changes in SCPs observed on the cortical surface via EEG 
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(He & Raichle, 2009; Nagai et al., 2004). The current study provides further evidence that 

differences between perspectives are reflected in SCP changes in the brain. It also lays a 

foundation for future research that is focussed on precise spatial localization by providing 

preliminary evidence on the tempo-spatial course of AM retrieval and maintenance. The stimuli 

employed in the current study can also be adapted for fMRI experiments, given that perspective-

based differences in electrophysiology/activation have been found to vary markedly with 

changes in stimulus sets and paradigms. The volume and diversity of the stimuli may allow for 

improved subtractive computations, leading to the isolation of instances of perspective-specific 

activation. Meanwhile, the simplicity and syntactical consistency of the stimuli allow for 

research to control for other linguistic influences, which would otherwise likely covary with 

perspective (Brunyé et al., 2009, 2011; Hartung et al., 2016, 2017). 

The vividness of events was found to be marginally greater for the first- than for the 

third-person perspective. Only one other study that manipulated AM perspective also measured 

general vividness; it showed that perspective did not influence vividness (Sutin & Robins, 2010). 

Other studies have manipulated perspective and measured its effects on the vividness of specific 

AM features. First-person memories were more vivid in terms of affect, physical sensations, and 

psychological states, while third-person memories were more vivid in terms of self-appearance, 

task actions, and spatial information (Eich et al., 2009; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002). The effect 

observed in the current study may be marginal because it reflects an amalgamation of internal 

vividness ratings for various such domains. The cognitive effort required to suppress the default 

perspective and instate the cued perspective may also have blunted the effect of perspective on 

AM vividness.  
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The age of recalled AMs did not vary as a function of perspective. This finding is 

inconsistent with studies that have reported AMs to be older when represented from the third-

person perspective (Nigro & Neisser, 1983; Rice & Rubin, 2009; Robinson & Swanson, 1993; 

Sutin & Robins, 2007). However, this finding is consistent with another study that showed AM 

perspective and AM age to be unrelated when perspective is manipulated (Sutin & Robins, 

2010). As such, the current study provides further evidence that natural—but not manipulated—

AM perspective is associated with AM age. As these observations may also be attributable to 

other inter-study differences (e.g. stimulus type, recall time, number of stimuli, etc.), this result 

warrants further study into how perspective-cued and un-cued AMs differ phenomenologically. 

The Middle temporal component featured in AMs more often than the Beginning or End 

components. This observation is consistent with previous research, which has demonstrated such 

an effect for imperfective, perfective, and perfect stimuli (Ferretti & Katz, 2009). 

Personal importance—a largely exploratory measure—did not differ as a function of 

perspective. While it was plausible to posit that the first-person perspective should have been 

associated with greater personal importance, due to this measure’s relationship with cognitive 

feelings (D’Argembeau & Linden, 2012), evidence for a direct tie between visual perspective 

and personal importance was not found. However, a trend was observed wherein ratings of 

personal importance were higher for first-person recollections. 

The most crucial takeaway from the current study is that such methodological changes 

can greatly moderate the influence of visual perspective on cognition. Previous research 

indicates that changes in temporal information, given by linguistic changes, may influence the 

relationship between perspective and cognition (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Hong et al., 2014). A 
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follow-up experiment will be conducted to elucidate the role of temporal information in this 

relationship. 

Experiment 3b 

The stimuli in E3a were given in the imperfective form (e.g., I was sweeping the floor) of 

grammatical aspect. In English, there are two other forms of grammatical aspect: The perfect 

form (e.g., I had swept the floor) and the perfective form (e.g. I swept the floor). The 

imperfective form indicates that the event in question is ongoing with respect to other events in 

the narrative. Both the perfect and the perfective form indicate that the event is over with respect 

to other events in the narrative. Several studies have investigated how grammatical aspect shapes 

cognition. 

AMs cued by imperfective stimuli, as compared to those cued by perfect or perfective 

stimuli, are more likely to be represented from the first-person perspective (Ferretti & Katz, 

2009). The opposite pattern of results was observed, although with marginal significance, in a 

study where individuals generated imagined events in response to sentence cues resembling 

those in the current set of experiments (Hong et al., 2019). These results—in combination with 

those of E3a—indicate that grammatical aspect and perspective, independently and jointly, 

influence mental representation in a manner that is measurable via changes in SCP amplitudes. 

To further investigate how perspective and grammatical aspect influence cognition, E3b 

was designed to replicate E3a, using sentence stimuli in the perfective form. While this 

experiment was also largely exploratory, it was predicted—based on E3a—that perspective-

based differences in SCP amplitudes would be observed primarily during the maintenance phase. 

However, there is little basis for deriving predictions regarding topography, due to the paucity of 

studies in this area that have used EEG for identifying topographical differences in activation and 
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due to the previously discussed heterogeneity in the methods and findings of relevant imaging 

studies. Based on E3a, it was cautiously predicted that vividness would be greater for the first- 

than for the third-person perspective. Previous findings yielding insufficient information to draw 

predictions of how visual perspective differences would influence reports of AM age and time 

segments. 

Method 

Participants 

Seventy-two participants (52 female; aged 17–22 years; mean of 18.5 years) were 

recruited from the student population of Wilfrid Laurier University (Waterloo, Canada). All 

participants were right-handed native English speakers. Participants were granted course credit 

for their participation. None of the participants had participated in E3a. 

Materials 

Whereas stimuli in E3a were given in the imperfective form (English past progressive; 

e.g. I was walking the dog), stimuli in E3b were given in the perfective form (English simple 

past; e.g., I walked the dog). The materials were otherwise identical to those used in E3a 

(Appendix C). 

Procedure 

The procedure was identical to that of E3a (Figure 3). 

Results 

Results were analyzed in the same manner as in E3a (Trials rejected due to noise/artifacts 

= 31.4%). Data from participants with ≥ 40% trials removed due to artifacts, were excluded from 

the analyses; data from the remaining 69 participants were included in SCP analyses. 

Retrieval 
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The Perspective × Anteriority interaction was significant for the 0–500 ms time segment, 

F(1.53,102.06) = 3.51, p = .046, ηp
2 = .05, such that SCPs were marginally more negative for the 

first- than the third-person perspective in the prefrontal region, F(1,67) = 3.62, p = .061, ηp
2 = 

.05. For the 500–1000 ms time segment, SCPs were more negative for the first- than for the 

third-person perspective in the prefrontal region, F(1,67) = 4.2, p = .044, ηp
2 = .06 (Table 14; 

Figures 9, 10). 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences according to 

Perspective. 

Maintenance 

None of the factors analyzed led to significant differences in SCP amplitudes for any of 

the 0–2000 ms, 2000–4000 ms, or 0–4000 ms time segments (Table 15; Figure 11).  

Behavioural 

Vividness, F(1,65) = 9.59, p = .003, ηp
2 = .13, and importance (marginal significance), 

F(1,65) = 3.43, p = .068, ηp
2 = .05, were found to be greater for first- than for third-person 

perspective representations. Events recalled from the first-person perspective were reported as 

having occurred marginally more recently than third-person events, F(1,65) = 3.64, p = .061, ηp
2 

= .053. For the time segment analysis, events were marginally more likely to have featured one 

or more specific time segments following first-person perspective cues, F(1,65) = 6.38, p = .014, 

ηp
2 = .089. The effect of Time was significant F(2,130) = 32.15, p < .001, ηp

2 = .33. The middle 

segment was visualized more than the beginning and end segments F(1,65) = 40.80, p < .001, ηp
2 

= .39 and F(1,65) = 48.49, p < .001, ηp
2 = .43, respectively. There was a significant Perspective × 

Time interaction, F(2,130) = 3.10, p = .048, ηp
2 = .05; first-person perspective events more often 
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featured the beginning and end components, F(1,65) = 5.32, p = .024, ηp
2 = .076 and F(1,65) = 

5.26, p = .025, ηp
2 = .075, respectively (Table 16). 

Planned comparisons did not reveal any other significant differences in the frequency 

with which each Time segment was visualized nor any other significant differences in Time, 

according to Perspective. 

A correlational analysis was conducted to examine the relationships between SCP 

amplitudes, and behavioural ratings/scores, per time segment (Tables 17, 18). It should be noted 

that these analyses were highly exploratory and primarily intended to inform future research 

directions. 

General Discussion 

Slow-cortical potential (SCP) amplitudes differed in a perspective-dependant manner 

during the retrieval phase but not the maintenance phase, unlike the results of E3a that 

investigated ongoing event cues. This difference is best explained by the change in grammatical 

aspect, as the two experiments varied only by this factor. In E3a (imperfective), a Perspective × 

Laterality interaction was observed during the autobiographical memory (AM) maintenance 

phase. In E3b (perfective), a Perspective × Anteriority interaction was observed early in the AM 

retrieval phase. This suggests that the temporal segment in which perspective-based differences 

in cognitive effort occur is dependent on grammatical aspect. 

Another study that used a similar methodology and stimuli provided further evidence for 

the combined effect of grammatical aspect and visual perspective on cognitive effort. SCPs 

based on cues to imagine events were found to be more negative for imperfective than for 

perfective stimuli, during the first 3 seconds of mental representation. This difference was most 

pronounced in anterior regions. It was also found that perfective cues were marginally more 
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likely to elicit representation from the first-person perspective (Hong et al., 2019). Behavioural 

research also indicates that grammatical aspect guides perspective adoption. Using an event-

cueing paradigm (see E3a introduction) Ferretti and Katz (2009) AMs of events retrieved prior to 

cues, perfect cues were associated with greater first-person perspective adoption, relative to other 

AMs from that timeframe; for events that took place during the same period as the cue, 

imperfective and perfect cues were associated with greater relative third-person perspective 

adoption; and for events that took place after cues, imperfective cues were associated with 

greater first-person perspective adoption. Collectively, these results point to a complex 

relationship between visual perspective and temporal information, including grammatical aspect. 

Combined, these two factors represent important determinants of the cognitive effort required for 

AM retrieval and continued representation. 

Despite the growing body of research on visual perspective, only one other study has 

examined the time course of neural changes associated with this process. Participants in this 

study recalled neutral and positive AMs from the first- or third-person perspective (Grol et al., 

2017). Based on graph inspection, greater relative third-person-associated activation were 

observed in the right precuneus from 8–25s post-cue and in the tempoparietal junction from 7–

18s post-cue. Although the trials in the current experiment did not extend to either of these time 

windows, SCP negativity was found to vary as a function of perspective, time, and topography. 

However—as these two studies varied markedly in methodologies—it remains difficult to draw 

conclusions regarding the activation time course and neuroanatomy associated with variations in 

visual perspective. Further progress in this domain will likely benefit greatly from the 

development of standardized stimuli and finer controls on the definition and cueing of different 

visual perspectives. Such research should be further motivated by evidence that the spatial 
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characteristics of third-person representations can vary markedly across different types of events 

(Rice & Rubin, 2010). 

In E3a and E3b, AM vividness was rated as being higher, following first- as compared to 

third-person cues, although the E3a effect was marginal. The concordance between experiments 

indicates that perspective is a key determinant of vividness for AMs and that this effect is 

stronger based on imperfective versus perfective sentence cues. Previous investigations of the 

perspective-vividness relationship have employed varied cueing stimuli and produced somewhat 

inconsistent results (Eich et al., 2009; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002; Sutin & Robins, 2010). However, a 

previous study—in which grammatical aspect was manipulated—found a (positive) correlation 

between vividness and the tendency towards first-person AM recall only when cues were given 

in the perfective or perfect form (Ferretti & Katz, 2009). The current observation provides 

further evidence for this effect. Future studies of the perspective-vividness relationship account 

for grammatical aspect, during stimulus design. 

Unlike participants in E3a, those in E3b were sensitive to perspective-based differences 

in their tendencies toward various temporal components. Specifically, first-person recall was 

more likely than third-person recall to be associated with both the beginning and end components 

of AMs. This result shows that these metrics are sensitive to changes in both grammatical aspect 

and perspective. It has previously been shown that the end component is imagined more often 

based on perfective versus imperfective cues (Hong et al., 2019). E3b built on this finding by 

showing that the beginning and end component measures were more sensitive to changes in 

perspective cues when they were given in the perfective versus the imperfective. This finding is 

also notable, given that perspective-based differences in SCPs were observed later during mental 

representation in E3a and earlier in E3b. Other research has led to the suggestion that AM 
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retrieval networks might variably reflect each perspective for the early and late phases of 

retrieval (Iriye & St. Jacques, 2020). However, it remains unclear how these various sources of 

spatial and temporal information interacted to produce the present observations. Collectively, 

these results provide novel information on how temporal information and visual perspective 

work in conjunction to influence the content, character, and cognition underlying mental 

representations. 

Conclusion 

The current study investigated the electrophysiological correlates of retrieving and 

maintaining AMs from the first- and third-person perspectives. In E3a, events were recalled 

based on imperfective sentence cues (e.g., “I was building the barn”). Differences in the 

perspective of AM maintenance were variably associated with differences in SCPs, across the 

lateral axis. In E3b, events were recalled based on perfective sentence cues (e.g., “I built the 

barn”). Differences in the perspective of AM retrieval were variably associated with differences 

in SCPs, across the anterior-posterior axis. 

These findings supplement previous imaging studies by providing novel evidence of how 

differences in perspective are reflected in electrophysiology. It has also been demonstrated that 

the employed methods have utility for establishing general patterns of spatial and temporal 

changes that are related to visual perspective and grammatical aspect. In previous research, 

perspective has been shown to variably influence behavioural outcomes in a manner that is 

dependent on individual differences and visualization targets. As SCP methodologies are less 

resource-intensive than other imaging methods, they may be invaluable for identifying other 

major factors that mediate how perspective is represented in the brain. 
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Chapter 5 

Visual perspective adoption is a process that shapes and is shaped by the properties of 

myriad forms of mental representation, along with related behaviours and individual traits. These 

include mind wandering (Killingsworth & Gilbert, 2010), prospective thinking (Schacter et al., 

2008), modelling narrative entities (Johnson-Laird, 1983; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983), 

autobiographical memory reconstruction (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Eich et al., 2009), empathetic 

responses to the pain of others (Christian et al., 2015; van der Heiden et al., 2013), evaluations of 

the self (Libby et al., 2011; Libby & Eibach, 2002; Valenti et al., 2011), emotion processing 

(Child et al., 2018; Eich et al., 2009), spatial processing, embodied cognition (Beveridge & 

Pickering, 2013; Vukovic & Williams, 2015), visualization processes altered by mental illnesses 

(Grisham et al., 2019; Lemogne et al., 2006; McIsaac & Eich, 2004; Potheegadoo et al., 2013), 

and various (other) forms of imagining (Hall, 2015; St. Jacques et al., 2018; Vella & Moulds, 

2014). Despite this range of associated factors—or perhaps because of it—outcomes related to 

visual perspective remain difficult to measure due to differences in measurement techniques 

(Freton et al., 2014; Grol et al., 2017; Rice & Rubin, 2009; St. Jacques, 2019), individual 

variation in perspective adoption tendencies (Lemogne et al., 2009; Radvansky & Svob, 2018; 

Vukovic & Williams, 2015), and a degree of stimulus variation that frequently precludes 

meaningful inter-experimental comparisons, despite pre-existing evidence that perspective 

adoption is highly dependent on stimulus content and task prompts (Rice & Rubin, 2010). While 

these studies have produced valuable insights into the effects of adopting different perspectives, 

findings have often been constrained to specific contexts. As such, available data have limited 

use towards characterizing visual perspective as a construct or decomposing it into component 

processes. 
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The current series of experiments was designed to yield data on relatively domain-general 

perspective-taking, towards the eventual development of testable perspective constructs. To this 

end, the experiments employed straightforward, easily replicable tasks and procedures. 

Experimental stimuli were designed to be generic and numerous to ensure accessibility among 

participants and generate data that could be applied to general theories of perspective-taking. The 

four experiments included in this report were designed such that unexpected outcomes could 

easily be traced to their minor differences in methodology. In this way, the research allowed for 

an exploration of the quality and degree of procedural differences that would result in 

noteworthy changes in the electrophysiological and phenomenological correlates of visual 

perspective-taking. 

Previous experiments showed that temporal information represents an important modifier 

of how differences in visual perspective influence cognitive load and the phenomenology of 

mental representations (Hall, 2015; Hong et al., 2019). One experiment showed a trend in which 

accomplishment sentences promoted first-person-perspective imagining when given in the 

perfective, but not the imperfective, form. A subsequent experiment showed that imagining 

accomplishments from the first-, versus the third-person perspective, required greater SCP-

indexed cognitive effort. The current line of research was conducted to further investigate the 

combined influence of grammatical aspect, lexical aspect, and visual perspective on the cognitive 

effort and phenomenological characteristics of mental representation. 

EEG Findings 

Four experiments investigated the electrophysiological correlates of mentally 

representing events from the first- or the third-person visual perspective. EEG was used to 
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capture changes in SCP amplitudes, which reflect the neural processing and cognitive effort of 

mental representation. 

Experiment 1 (E1; Chapter 2) showed that more effortful processing is required to switch 

from the first- to the third-person perspective than to switch from the third- to the first-person 

perspective, during activity imagining. Experiment 2 (E2; Chapter 3) showed that perspective 

cues and first-/third-person pronouns do not shape the cognitive effort of imagining 

accomplishments in an additive manner; instead, the presence of both factors attenuates the 

influence that either factor exerted in isolation (see E1). Experiments 3a and 3b (E3a and E3b, 

collectively E3; Chapter 4) showed that the electrophysiology underlying the 

retrieval/maintenance of AMs—for the visualization of accomplishments—varies based on 

perspective and grammatical aspect cues: Given imperfective cues, perspective-dependent 

differences in electrophysiology were observed during AM maintenance; given perfective cues, 

perspective-dependent differences in electrophysiology were observed during AM retrieval. 

Collectively, these results highlight factors that modify the influence of visual perspective on 

mental representation. 

E1 and E2 commonly consisted of an imagining task but differed (respectively) according 

to lexical aspect (activities versus accomplishments), sentence content (no nouns versus first-

/third-person pronouns and nouns), and additional task requirements (perspective switching 

versus no switching). A comparison of the results yielded by all current experiments and Hall 

(2015) indicates that, in isolation, none of these factors is likely to have produced the observed 

inter-experimental differences. Instead, a complex interaction between these factors is presumed 

to have brought about the observed results. For this reason, future studies should investigate the 

nature of this interaction by isolating the factors highlighted by the current investigation. 
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In E1, as recorded via prefrontal electrodes from 0–1000 ms, third-person representations 

evoked greater relative SCP negativity; in E3b, as recorded via prefrontal electrodes from 0–500 

ms, first-person representations evoked marginally greater relative SCP negativity. Results from 

this time segment of E3b are consistent with those of a similar study that investigated imagined 

events based on the same set of imperfective accomplishment cues (Hall, 2015); but—unlike in 

this previous study—the current effect did not endure into later time segments (until 3500 ms, 

post stimulus onset, with the trend enduring until 5500 ms). These findings are partially 

elucidated by evidence that fabricating AMs requires more cognitive effort than does recalling 

veridical (as judged by participants) AMs (Justice et al., 2013); fabricated and veridical AMs 

also evoked more frequent adoption of third- and first-person perspectives, respectively. As such, 

the relative impact of cued perspectives on the cognitive effort of mental representation appears 

to be strongly dependent on the veridicality of the target content. The researchers theorized that 

AM fabrication requires more cognitive resources because elements of one or more AMs must be 

retrieved and then built upon or modified to produce a fictitious AM. Given this context, it is 

presumed that the above-mentioned difference between the results of E3b and Hall (2015) stems 

largely from differences between the relevant tasks—event imagining versus AM recall. It is also 

notable that the effects observed in E1 and E3b began prior to the presentation of a verb, whereas 

the corresponding effect in Hall (2015) began only after the presentation of a verb. Presumably, 

this difference is attributable to the perspective-cuing methods used in each experiment: 

Perspective was colour-cued in E1 and E3b, while it was cued with a text prompt, prior to each 

sentence, in Hall (2015). The method used in the latter study would have allowed for elements of 

the relevant perspective-taking processes to occur prior to sentence onset; consequently, SCP 

amplitudes associated with these processes would not have been reported. In contrast, the early 
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effects observed in E1 and E3b may partially reflect processes involved in adopting a given 

perspective. As E3a and E2 did not yield comparable effects, however, further research is 

necessary to isolate the cognitive processes that drive the observed differences in cognitive 

effort. 

In contrast to E3b and Hall (2015), third-person representation was associated with 

greater relative cognitive effort in E1. Given that E1 featured activity verb phrases—while the 

aforementioned experiments featured accomplishments—these findings also implicate lexical 

aspect as playing a role in modifying the cognitive effort required to engage in mental 

representation from different visual perspectives.  

Activities and accomplishments promote representations of ongoing and completed 

events, respectively. In an analogous sense, the first-person perspective is associated with the 

active re-experiencing of an event, whereas the third-person perspective is comparatively 

removed from this sense of re-experiencing, as AMs are formed only from the first-person 

perspective (excepting clinical phenomena). Previous research has shown that lexical and 

grammatical aspect exert a combined influence on the availability, interpretation, and 

visualization of temporal information in events (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Yap et al., 2009). It has 

been theorized that this occurs because each form of lexical aspect highlights different event 

elements; however, grammatical aspect may highlight different event segments and consequently 

compel their reconstruction. An alternative explanation is that the frequency with which forms of 

lexical and grammatical aspect co-occur is the major determinant of the observation in question. 

Regardless, it has been shown that lexical and grammatical aspect jointly influence changes in 

SCPs (Hong et al., 2019). It is plausible that, like grammatical aspect, visual perspective may 
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compel the reconstruction of event elements, resulting in corresponding cognitive exertion. 

Consider the following actions: 

(1) Imperfective Activity: “I was acting” 

(2) Perfective Accomplishment: “I built a house” 

 Example (1) is an activity because it has no natural endpoint and places focus on the 

action as it is unfolding—a mental representation of (1) naturally places focus on the unfolding 

process of “acting”. Visualizing this action from the first-person perspective would likely evoke 

a similar representation, through the visualizer’s eyes. Visualizing (1) from the third-person 

perspective would compel a reconstruction of the event to instate a representation of the physical 

self and expand upon other event elements that are emphasized by a third-person perspective 

(and the requisite cognitive resources). Thus, greater cognitive effort would be required to 

visualize (1) from the third- than from the first-person perspective, as was observed in E1. 

Example (2) is an accomplishment because it implies the existence of a natural endpoint and 

encourages the visualization of the action’s completed state. In this sense, the resultant mental 

representation is somewhat removed from the process of experiencing an event, which is 

inextricably tied to the first-person perspective. Additionally, the focus of (2)—but not (1)—is 

on a direct object that is external to the self, which should result in the de-emphasis of the 

cognitive, emotional, and sensory experience of the self; crucially, studies have shown that 

measures of memory accuracy and psychological distance reflect this idea (Brunyé et al., 2009; 

Gu & Tse, 2016). Thus, it is plausible that representations prompted by imperfective activity 

phrases are easier to construct/maintain from the first-person perspective because both factors 

effect similar phenomenological characteristics and processing; a comparable relationship would 

exist between perfective accomplishments and the third-person perspective. However, this idea 
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remains speculative. Further research into this area should seek to isolate the influence of direct 

objects on SCPs and focus especially on how visual perspective impacts representations cued by 

sentences containing direct objects versus reflexive pronouns. This would elucidate the degree to 

which representations of the physical self contribute to the emotional and sensory characteristics 

of mental representations. 

Interestingly, in E1 and E3b some effects preceded the presentation of the verbs and 

nouns—the only elements that differentiated individual trials. This indicates that the observed 

SCP differences were driven by the overarching requirements or contexts of each experimental 

task. This finding also emphasizes the need for continued control of linguistic variables in future 

research. 

In sum, it was observed that the spatial distribution of perspective-based differences in 

SCP amplitudes varied markedly across the current experiments. To contextualize this 

observation, it should be reiterated that the current methods (most closely those of E3) are based 

on experiments from reports that offered conclusions regarding topographical patterns of 

activation (Conway et al., 2001, 2003). Conway et al. (2003) found that, during mental 

representation maintenance, SCP negativity was greater in occipital and parieto-occipital 

electrodes for AMs than for imagined events; the opposite pattern was observed in a left frontal 

electrode. Other investigations that sought to make topographical inferences based on SCP data 

have typically employed current source density mapping or performed other computational 

transformations informed by paired data, recorded using EEG and other imaging methods 

(Hiltunen et al., 2014; Hinterberger et al., 2003; Keinänen et al., 2018; Khader et al., 2008; 

Lamm et al., 2001; Leistner et al., 2007, 2010). Changes in SCPs, captured by a single electrode, 

have been shown to reflect activation levels in numerous electrode-adjacent and electrode-non-
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adjacent cortical and subcortical structures (Hinterberger et al., 2003). These findings indicate 

that spatial inferences, based on the current results, should be drawn with great caution. 

Consequently, it is unclear if the topographical inconsistencies between the current experiments 

reflect activation inconsistencies in structures commonly associated with perspective-taking 

(St. Jacques, 2019). The interpretation of the current results—via intra and extra-study 

comparisons—is additionally complicated by the degree of variation in methods and findings 

among studies in this area (Eich et al., 2009; Grol et al., 2017; Iriye & St. Jacques, 2020; Ruby & 

Decety, 2001; St. Jacques et al., 2017, 2018; Tomasino et al., 2007; Vogeley et al., 2004). 

In E1 and E3b, the effects of visual perspective on SCP negativity were qualified by 

interactions with topographical factors. In E1, it was observed in most electrodes that third-

person perspective representation led to more negative SCP amplitudes than first-person 

perspective representation. In E3b, first-person perspective representation led to greater relative 

SCP negativity in prefrontal electrodes, from 500–1000 ms following stimulus onset. Excepting 

this result, SCP negativity did not differ reliably as a function of perspective, among the time 

segments analyzed. However, graphical representations of perspective-driven changes in SCP 

amplitudes, over time (Figure 11) provide indications of a trend towards differences in 

amplitude, later than the timeframe observable using the current methodology. Indeed, 

differences in later timeframes have been observed using other imaging methods (Grol et al., 

2017; van der Heiden et al., 2013). Evidence from these studies also indicates that perspective-

based differences in activity can fluctuate on a temporal scale, such that they would be captured 

only by a finer time-course analysis (i.e., shorter time segments, centred on signal peaks/troughs 

identified by the above-mentioned course of research). Thus, future research in this vein would 

benefit from extended representation phases (circa 20 s; enabled by computational artifact 
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removal), current source density mapping, and finer time-course analyses. Additionally—with 

the development of knowledge on SCP-fMRI correspondence—the computationally assisted, 

effective spatial resolution of SCP-based current source density maps may increase, along with 

the range of inferences that can be drawn from SCP data (Hinterberger et al., 2003). 

Behavioural Findings 

In E1, verbal working memory scores were not found to correlate with changes in SCP 

amplitudes. It has been shown that verbal working memory capacity predicts how grammatical 

aspect influences the availability of discourse information (Magliano & Schleich, 2000) and how 

sentence word order affects SCP amplitudes (Münte et al., 1998). Collectively, these results 

provide tentative evidence that verbal working memory capacity does not modify the relationship 

between imagining from a given perspective (or switching perspectives) and SCPs. However, 

practical considerations precluded the inclusion of some design and analysis approaches that 

were present in the above-mentioned studies. Magliano and Schleich (2000) included a modified 

version of the RST (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; van den Noort et al., 2008), which accounted 

for variations in reading speed, detections of semantic anomalies, and presented a consistent, 

larger volume of stimuli; it also placed greater emphasis on whole-sentence comprehension. In 

practice, these modifications yielded a wider array of scores and resultantly allowed for finer 

distinctions between participants than was possible in E1. Münte et al. (1998) did not report any 

modifications of the original RST procedure; instead, the study likely produced clearer findings 

due to the relative simplicity of the experimental manipulation and the resultantly streamlined 

procedure. In turn, this allowed for a volume of trials per participant that was untenable in E1 

due to concerns of participant fatigue. Nevertheless—in addition to the recommendations 

discussed above—researchers should consider adapting the current procedure to include more 
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trials over fewer participants, although this would likely require participants to return for 

multiple sessions. 

Among the experiments that included a single measure of overall vividness (i.e., E1, E3a, 

and E3b), only E3b resulted in perspective-based differences in vividness; first-person-

perspective representations featured greater relative vividness. Although, marginal differences in 

vividness were observed in E1 and E3a: E1 trials that featured a third- to first-person switch were 

more vivid than opposite-switch trials and E3a trials featuring the first-person perspective were 

more vivid than those featuring the third-person perspective. The directions of these 

effects/trends are consistent with previous research on long-term perspective switching and 

perspective taking, during memory retrieval (Marcotti & St. Jacques, 2017; Nigro & Neisser, 

1983; Sutin & Robins, 2010).  

Notably, the effect of perspective on vividness reached significance in E3b but not E1 

and E3a. It is useful to contextualize this finding using previous research on grammatical aspect. 

The effect of grammatical aspect on vividness has been shown to vary as a function of metric 

specificity (i.e., pertaining to overall mental representation content versus individual elements) 

lexical aspect, and cueing method (Ferretti & Katz, 2009; Hall, 2015; Hong et al., 2019). Using 

an event-cuing paradigm, Ferretti and Katz (2009) showed that overall AM vividness did not 

differ as a function of grammatical aspect (imperfective, perfective, and perfect). Other research, 

using variations of the current paradigm, showed that lexical aspect modified the influence of 

grammatical aspect on the vividness of individual event elements (Hong et al., 2019); in turn, a 

subsequent study showed that grammatical aspect modified the influence of visual perspective on 

these outcomes (Hall, 2015). Together with the current findings, this shows that the relationship 
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between perspective and is strongly influenced by lexical and grammatical aspect. As such, 

future investigations of this relationship should carefully control for these interconnected factors. 

Notably, grammatical and lexical aspect do not account for all currently observed inter-

experimental differences in vividness effects. Although E1, E3a, and E2 all featured imperfective 

cues, perspective was found to impact vividness in E2 but not E1 or E3a. This finding is more 

plausibly explained by differences between the vividness measures used in each experiment. 

Uniquely among the current experiments, E2 gathered ratings of vividness according to 

individual event elements rather than a single, unified measure. First-person representations were 

found to feature relatively more vivid depictions of objects; this effect was further enhanced for 

cues beginning with first-person pronouns. Additionally—in line with previous studies—first-

person perspective cues led to relatively more vivid experiences of emotion (Akhtar et al., 2017; 

Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; Christian et al., 2015), and the sense of touch (Brunyé et al., 2009; 

Christian et al., 2015). In contrast to E1 and E3a previous research has shown that perspective 

influences the general vividness of AMs (Akhtar et al., 2017; Berntsen & Rubin, 2006). 

Notably—among the relevant studies—only Berntsen & Rubin (2006) measured how both 

spontaneous and forced perspective-taking influence vividness; this study showed that 

spontaneous but not forced perspective-taking influence general vividness. As such, the current 

findings are somewhat consistent with this body of research. For representations cued by third-

person-pronoun sentences, third-person perspective cues led to comparatively higher ratings of 

location vividness. Interestingly, this result is consistent with a study that showed third-person-

perspective representations to feature more information relevant to spatial relations (Mcisaac & 

Eich, 2002) but inconsistent with a similar, follow-up study that found no effect of perspective 

on spatial-relation information (Eich et al., 2009). While E2 provided evidence that third-person 
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representations feature greater information pertaining to spatial relations, additional research is 

necessary to characterize the varieties of tasks/stimuli that drive this effect. It is also possible 

that, in E1 and E3a, overall vividness measures were too general to capture the relevant influence 

of perspective, whereas differences in individual vividness measures would have been observed. 

As such, these findings support the inclusion of individual vividness measures—as were 

implemented in E2 and other studies in this area (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; D’Argembeau et al., 

2003; Eich et al., 2009; Mcisaac & Eich, 2002; Robinson & Swanson, 1993; Talarico et al., 

2004). Relatedly, E1 indicated that visual imagery ability did not correlate with the cognitive 

effort of imagining events and switching perspectives. Together, these findings motivate future 

research into how individuals differ in their ability to represent specific elements/features of 

events (i.e., objects, locations, sensory information, etc.) and how these differences are reflected 

in electrophysiological changes.  

Conclusion 

Four experiments investigated how visualization from the first- and the third-person 

perspectives each affect the phenomenological characteristics of imagined and recalled events 

and the cognitive effort associated with their mental representation. The experiments also 

examined the concurrent influence of perspective switching, grammatical aspect, and personal 

pronouns on these outcomes. It was shown that more cognitive effort is required to imagine an 

event from the third- than from the first-person perspective. During the representation of a 

continuous, imagined event, more cognitive effort was required to switch from the first- to the 

third-person perspective as compared to switching from the third- to the first-person perspective. 

In conjunction, perspective and grammatical aspect exerted largely non-specific, topography-

dependent effects on the cognitive effort of AM recall. Lastly, first-person perspective imagining 
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led to comparatively more vivid representations of objects, emotions, and the sense of touch, 

while the combined influence of perspective and personal pronoun cues shaped the vividness of 

imagined objects and locations. These findings highlight the myriad determinants of visual 

perspective. They also motivate greater paradigmatic uniformity among studies in this area and 

additional research into the relationship between SCPs and other imaging metrics. 
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Appendix A 

Experiment 1: Verb stimuli 

eloping volunteering hunting 

visiting acting reading 

camping petting competing 

listening training battling 

flirting shopping loitering 

teaching collaborating watching 

mingling lounging meeting 

kissing debating huddling 

playing vacationing splashing 

cuddling cooperating plotting 

pretending speaking partying 

fishing studying struggling 

fidgeting exercising golfing 

gambling praying consulting 
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Appendix B 

Experiment 2: Verb and noun stimulus pairs3 

inflating—ball stuffing—turkey composing—email 

securing—trailer altering—plan cooking—steak 

counting—coins blending—milkshake grilling—fish 

sketching—map digging—hole bending—straw 

dusting—shelf calculating—tax pouring—wine 

frying—egg trimming—tree planting—garden 

developing—procedure tracing—pattern making—dinner 

crossing—intersection emptying—garbage organizing—closet 

filing—document chopping—carrot constructing—kite 

cleaning—counter mending—sweater assembling—toy 

running—marathon designing—layout devouring—meal 

painting—room climbing—hill building—fort 

recording—movie shucking—corn programing—computer 

repairing—machine preparing—breakfast delivering—present 

drinking—juice folding—shirt tidying—car 

polishing—vehicle eating—sandwich arranging—furniture 

mowing—lawn transporting—luggage raking—yard 

lacing—boot shovelling—driveway rescuing—animal 

sewing—pants washing—dishes baking—cake 

vacuuming—carpet examining—tire chugging—beer 

knitting—scarf renovating—basement styling—hair 

tying—shoe evacuating—building dressing—baby 

reading—obituary loading—truck presenting—project 

boiling—noodles changing—bulb carving—ham 

packing—suitcase learning—rhyme drawing—picture 

sculpting—statue reciting—poem printing—report 

sweeping—floor rinsing—lettuce  

  

 
3 The same stimuli were used in Experiment 3a 
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Appendix C 

Experiment 3b: Verb and noun stimulus pairs 

inflated—ball stuffed—turkey composed—email 

secured—trailer altered—plan cooked—steak 

counted—coins blended—milkshake grilled—fish 

sketched—map dug—hole bent—straw 

dusted—shelf calculated—tax poured—wine 

fried—egg trimmed—tree planted—garden 

developed—procedure traced—pattern made—dinner 

crossed—intersection emptied—garbage organized—closet 

filed—document chopped—carrot constructed—kite 

cleaned—counter mended—sweater assembled—toy 

ran—marathon designed—layout devoured—meal 

painted—room climbed—hill built—fort 

recorded—movie shucked—corn programmed—computer 

repaired—machine prepared—breakfast delivered—present 

drank—juice folded—shirt tidied—car 

polished—vehicle ate—sandwich arranged—furniture 

mowed—lawn transported—luggage raked—yard 

laced—boot shovelled—driveway rescued—animal 

sewed—pants washed—dishes baked—cake 

vacuumed—carpet examined—tire chugged—beer 

knitted—scarf renovated—basement styled—hair 

tied—shoe evacuated—building dressed—baby 

read—obituary loaded—truck presented—project 

boiled—noodles changed—bulb carved—ham 

packed—suitcase learned—rhyme drew—picture 

sculpted—statue recited—poem printed—report 

swept—floor rinsed—lettuce  
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Appendix D 

Experiment 1: Behavioural Questionnaire 

Event:        

Vividness of 
imagined event 

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Ease of first-
person imagining 

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Ease of third-
person imagining 

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Familiarity with 
event 

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 
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Appendix E 

Experiment 2: Behavioural Questionnaire 

Event:        

Vividness of people incl. self ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Vividness of objects ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Vividness of location ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Vividness of emotions ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Vividness of touch ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Importance ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

 

Time Segments  □ Beginning □ Middle □ End 
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Appendix F 

Experiment 3: Behavioural Questionnaire 

 

  

Which components of the event did you 
imagine? (Circle all that apply) Beginning Middle End 

 

Vividness: 
Not at all 

vivid 

     Extremely 
vivid 

 
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

Importance: 
Not at all 
important 

     Extremely 
important 

 
① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ 

 

Description: 
 

 

Date of event occurrence: YYYY MM DD 
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Appendix G 

Reading Span Test Stimuli 

Series 1 

• The famous biologist gave an interesting lecture about a very old tree. 

• I kept my promise and took my neighbours' children to feed the many ducks in the park. 

• Her sweet old grandmother was very happy, when she received this beautiful picture. 

• After ten years, the scientists found a new medicine to stop this terrible pain. 

• The Minister of Foreign Affairs tried to stress the importance of unity. 

• The director was very popular, until the employees heard about his affair. 

• The weatherman expected a beautiful day, that's why the rain came as a surprise. 

• His lecture was very hard to understand, because he always referred to the context. 

• Yesterday's defeat was a big disappointment, but the trainer still has much support. 

• Her boss told her, she couldn't have a day off without giving a very good reason. 

• The prime minister looked very cheerful during the opening of the new factory. 

• This guy is a stubborn mule and for him it's impossible to accept an excuse. 

• It's unbelievable what she can do with only a paper and a pencil. 

• These children grew up with a mother, who was suffering from a severe illness. 

• The French tourists had to choose between traveling to England by train or by boat. 

• It was an important match and the keeper decided to play despite his wound. 

• He wanted to visit the girl on Saturday, but he couldn't remember her address. 

• While the teacher had a conversation with a colleague, he still thought about the student. 

• She was terribly ill and that's why they made an appointment with the doctor. 

• His parents couldn't understand why he wanted a tattoo on his right shoulder.  
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 Series 2 

• After many years of preparation, his dream came true and he opened a shop. 

• In the magazine a doctor wrote that most of his patients eat too much sugar. 

• Most people listened to the interviews of the BBC with the British officer. 

• Dennis Bergkamp never traveled to England by plane since he preferred to take the train. 

• He was a dangerous guy, because no one could stop his pathological desire. 

• When the police found the car, they immediately informed the original owner. 

• The politicians knew that one of the biggest problems in society was fear. 

• The only way to prepare these athletes is by giving them varied training. 

• Grandma was angry with me, because I didn't return the sugar bowl to the cupboard. 

• Last month, our company had a low point, but for this month, we expect an increase. 

• This was a very impressive show and now we know the origins of this summers’ fashion. 

• Because she had fallen in love with him, she couldn't stop thinking of his charming smile. 

• On Saturday, he always bought the newspaper, because he wanted to read the sports 

page. 

• Sometimes the woman had to think a long time before coming to a good decision. 

• After lots of practice the teacher told the parents that Jim is a good reader. 

• The girl fell off her bike, but fortunately she didn't sustain a bad injury. 

• I was bored at the party, until they asked me to give my opinion about a dance. 

• The organizers of the workshop were very pleased to present this special guest. 

• She was very excited, because in a few days, she would take her first foreign trip. 

• This is a new television program in which people are looking for their parents. 
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Series 3 

• The nurse wanted to do more than her job, so she took a course on therapeutic touch. 

• The attack of the Israelis on the Palestinians puts peace in great danger. 

• The parents told their daughter many times how to politely ask for a seat. 

• There were many people at the company, when they remembered last years’ mine 

accident. 

• The queen visited Northern Ireland and in her speech she stressed the importance of 

peace. 

• After the agreement was made, the journalists asked the minister for his reaction. 

• After a few hours, it became clear that the earthquake in Turkey was a real disaster. 

• Tom Foster wrote a book about the historical events of the last century. 

• Because he didn't have technical knowledge, he asked his father to do the repair. 

• Yesterday, the police arrested these guys, and in their house they indeed found drugs. 

• She took a very long walk and she was very happy when she finally saw her hotel. 

• Sometimes, you really can't understand why certain people are a married couple. 

• After 20 years, his father told Ben that from now on he would be the new chairman. 

• The economist said, the major cause of the depression was decreasing exports. 

• Her mother didn't know how to decide and so she wanted a word with her husband. 

• He suddenly gave everyone in the cafe a drink, which left me in wonder. 

• The guinea pig was fond of all sorts of plants, but not this exotic flower. 

• This biologist looked in his microscope so often that he had problems with his eyes. 

• The famous baker worked hard the whole day to finish the cake for tomorrow’s wedding. 

• This man had collected so many books and magazines that he opened a library.  
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Series 4 

• We had a typical English breakfast with tea, bacon, eggs, rolls, and of course, toast. 

• The weatherman looked at the temperatures of last year and found a very hot summer. 

• Today the famous painter tried to explain to his five pupils this special technique. 

• The man had a good reputation, because of his excellent scientific research. 

• The communist leader warned his population of the Western illness called wealth. 

• While the psychologist made another appointment, he knew this had been a good session. 

• The chairman of Greenpeace informed the journalists of the actions against the industry. 

• Because the children played in the garden the whole day, they were thirsty and hungry. 

• It's getting better and better and we expect him to recover from the disease. 

• The director didn't give his employees an explanation for his long absence. 

• It took a long time, but then the population chose him as their religious leader. 

• Because he was an expert, he knew immediately that this was an excellent French wine. 

• Many tourists took a boat trip on the Danube, because it is a beautiful river. 

• My uncle was always very excited the day before he went on holiday. 

• The musician was very nervous, when he gave his first appearance in the opera. 

• My grandfather was tired, as he hadn't been able to sleep because of the noise. 

• We knew she could write well, but we were completely surprised she was called a poet. 

• The cousins were very disappointed, when they heard the news about their heritage. 

• In the end, the girl found a four-leaf clover and was allowed to make a wish. 

• When the archaeologists discovered this old body, they classified it as human.  
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Series 5 

• In spite of working sixty hours a week, her family had to live in poverty. 

• She tried to persuade her neighbour, because she thought he had the wrong idea. 

• The well known photographer took beautiful photos of supermodels in the snow. 

• After she saw the commercial last night, she decided to buy that specific soft drink. 

• At the scientific conference in London, the professor presented his new model. 

• The chairman convinced the other members of the group to support this foreign institute. 

• The ex-trainer was very proud, when he heard the good results of the national team. 

• After having been told so many lies by her daughter, she demanded to hear the truth. 

• In this program, Sam shared his experience with the audience, he had been a victim. 

• At this school, they taught the teachers a new method of dealing with unwilling pupils. 

• The managers of the company were thinking about a good staff selection. 

• If you want to know more about our company, you can take a look at our site. 

• During the Olympic Games, it became clear that swimming was a very popular sport. 

• It's a real disaster that the Russians destroyed a great part of their nature. 

• He was the architect of the family and that's why he designed the garden. 

• This fund always tried to support people with a severe personal handicap. 

• The girl, that got pregnant, suddenly stopped working at the bank and found a new 

function. 

• Today the construction workers started the big renovation of the old station. 

• The diplomats tried to convince the government, but they wouldn't release the reporter. 

• The police officer waited until the suspected person gave him an answer.  
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Appendix H 

Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire Stimuli 

Think of some relative or friend whom you frequently see (but who is not with you at 

present) and consider carefully the picture that comes before your mind's eye. 

The exact contour of face, head, shoulders and body. 

Characteristic poses of head, attitudes of body, etc. 

The precise carriage, length of step, etc., in walking. 

The different colours worn in some familiar clothes. 

Visualize a rising sun. Consider carefully the picture that comes before your mind's eye. 

The sun is rising above the horizon into a hazy sky. 

The sky clears and surrounds the sun with blueness. 

Clouds. A storm blows up, with flashes of lightning. 

A rainbow appears. 

Think of the front of a shop which you often go to. Consider the picture that comes before 

your mind's eye. 

The overall appearance of the shop from the opposite side of the road. 

A window display including colours, shapes and details of individual items for sale. 

You are near the entrance. The colour, shape and details of the door. 

You enter the shop and go to the counter. The counter assistant serves you. Money 

changes hands. 

Finally, think of a country scene which involves trees, mountains and a lake. Consider the 

picture that comes before your mind's eye. 

The contours of the landscape. 
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The colour and shape of the trees. 

The colour and shape of the lake. 

A strong wind blows on the trees and on the lake causing waves.  
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Figure 1 

Experiment 1: Example stimulus presentation 

Ready Button press 

+ 2000 ms + 500 ms blank 

I 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

was 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

acting 3000 ms 

acting 3000 ms 

 

A sample trial with presented words in the first column and the durations of presentation in the 

second column. Blue text (“I was acting”) corresponds to the first-person perspective. Red text 

(“acting”) corresponds to the third-person perspective. As such, this example trial would prompt 

mental representation to begin in the first-person perspective and switch to the third-person 

perspective. Other trials differed by colour cue and verb.  
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Figure 2 

Experiment 2: Example stimulus presentation 

Ready Button press 

+ 2000 ms + 500 ms blank 

She 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

was 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

building 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

the 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

house 3000 ms 

 

A sample trial with presented words in the first column and the durations of presentation in the 

second column. Blue text (“She was building the house”) corresponds to the first-person 

perspective. Other trials differed by colour cue, pronoun, verb, and noun.  
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Figure 3 

Experiment 3a: Example stimulus presentation 

Ready Button press 

+ 2000 ms + 500 ms blank 

I 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

was 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

building 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

the 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

house Button press → 5000 ms 

 

A sample trial with presented words in the first column and the durations of presentation in the 

second column. Blue text (“I was building the house”) corresponds to the first-person 

perspective. Other trials differed by colour cue, verb, and noun.  
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Figure 4 

Experiment 3b: Example stimulus presentation 

Ready Button press 

+ 2000 ms + 500 ms blank 

I 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

built 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

the 300 ms + 200 ms blank 

house Button press → 5000 ms 

 

An experimental trial with presented words in the first column and the durations of presentation 

in the second column. Red text (“I was building the house”) corresponds to the third-person 

perspective. Other trials differed by colour cue, verb, and noun.  
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Figure 5 

Electrode Montage 

 

The layout of electrodes on the electroencephalography cap used in all current experiments. The 

locations of electrodes FPZ and OZ correspond to the front and back of the head, respectively 

(Hall, 2022). 
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Figure 6 

Experiment 1: Left and Right Electrodes 
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Mean amplitudes during the 7000 ms imagining period for the first- to third-person perspective 

and third- to first-person perspective switch conditions at prefrontal, frontal, central, parietal, and 

occipital electrodes located over the left and right hemispheres.  
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Figure 7 

Experiment 2: Select Electrodes 
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Mean amplitudes during the 5000 ms imagining period, separated by perspective cue (first-

person or third-person) and personal pronoun (“I” or “He”/“She”) at frontal, central, and parietal 

electrodes located over the midline.  
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Figure 8 

Experiment 3a Maintenance Phase: Electrodes 
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Mean amplitudes during the 5000 ms autobiographical memory maintenance period, for the first- 

and third-person perspective conditions at frontal, central, and parietal electrodes located over 

the midline.  
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Figure 9 

Experiment 3b Retrieval Phase, 0–2000 ms Trials: Select Electrodes 
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Mean amplitudes during the 2000 ms autobiographical memory retrieval period, for the first- and 

third-person perspective conditions at prefrontal, central, and parietal electrodes located over the 

midline.  
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Figure 10 

Experiment 3b Retrieval Phase, 0–2500 ms Trials: Select Electrodes 
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Mean amplitudes during the 2500 ms autobiographical memory retrieval period, for the first- and 

third-person perspective conditions at prefrontal, central, and parietal electrodes located over the 

midline.  
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Figure 11 

Experiment 3b Maintenance Phase: Select Electrodes 
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Mean amplitudes during the 5000 ms autobiographical memory maintenance period for the first- 

and third-person perspective conditions at frontal, central, and occipital electrodes located on the 

midline.  
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Table 1 

Experiment 1: SCP ANOVA Results 

Measure df F ηp
2 

0–1000 ms 

Switch 1,64 0.31 .005 

Anteriority 4,256 4.11* .06 

Laterality 2,128 4.55* .07 

Anteriority × Laterality 8,512 0.57 .009 

1000–2500 ms 

Switch 1,64 0.0002 .000004 

Anteriority 4,256 2.67† .04 

Laterality 2,128 3.31* .05 

Anteriority × Laterality 8,512 1.27 .02 

2500–4000 ms 

Switch 1,64 0.002 .00002 

Anteriority 4,256 2.59† .04 

Laterality 2,128 0.37 .006 

Anteriority × Laterality 8,512 1.60 .02 

4200–4300 ms 

Switch 1,64 2.38 .04 

Anteriority 4,256 1.95 .03 

Laterality 2,128 1.23 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 8,512 0.82 .01 

4300–5650 ms 

Switch 1,64 0.70 .01 

Anteriority 4,256 0.31 .005 

Laterality 2,128 2.38† .04 

Anteriority × Laterality 8,512 0.90 .01 

5650–7000 ms 

Switch 1,64 0.09 .001 

Anteriority 4,256 0.60 .001 

Laterality 2,128 3.37* .05 

Anteriority × Laterality 8,512 0.74 .01 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1, *p < .05. In this ANOVA table and all those following, an indent before a factor 

indicates that the statistics in that row correspond to the interaction between that factor and the  

un-indented factor that most closely precedes it.  
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Table 2 

Experiment 1: Significant SCP Contrasts 

Region 
0–1000 

ms 

1000–2500 

ms 

2500–4000 

ms 

4200–4300 

ms 

4300–5650 

ms 

5650–7000 

ms 

Prefrontal T T T T     

Frontal T     T     

Central       T     

Parietal       T T   

Occipital              

       

Left       T   F 

Middle T     T T   

Right T     T T   

 

F: Slow-cortical potentials were more negative for first versus third-person representations; 

T: Slow-cortical potentials were more negative for third versus first-person representations. 
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Table 3 

Experiment 1: Behavioural Means and ANOVA Results 

 First Person to 

Third Person 

Third Person to 

First Person 
ANOVA 

Measure M SEM M SEM F ηp
2 

Vividness 5.13 0.09 5.06 0.08 1.33 0.02 

Ease of FP Imagining 4.85 0.09 4.91 0.10 0.29 0.004 

Ease of TP Imagining 5.22 0.10 5.10 0.09 3.76† 0.06 

Familiarity 5.02 0.11 4.90 0.09 1.19 0.02 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1. All df values are 1,65. FP: First-person; TP: Third-person 
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Table 4 

Experiment 1: Significant Correlations 

Time Measure Condition Anteriority Laterality r p 

0–1000 FT Familiarity FT Oc R .26 .037 

  TF Oc R .27 .028 

 RST FT Oc M -.28 .021 

1000–2500 FT Familiarity FT Oc R .28 .023 

  TF Pr R -.26 .038 

  TF Fr R -.24 .05 

  TF Oc R .29 .02 

 RST FT Pa R -.27 .029 

  FT Oc M -.29 .02 

2500–4000 FT Familiarity FT Oc R .3 .015 

  TF Oc R .31 .011 

 RST FT Pa R -.27 .028 

  FT Oc M -.29 .019 

  TF Oc M -.28 .022 

4200–4300 FT Vividness TF Pr L .27 .026 

  TF Pr M .29 .02 

  TF Pr R .26 .039 

  TF Fr M .27 .027 

  TF Fr R .26 .032 

  TF Ce R .27 .03 

  TF Pa R .26 .032 

 FT Ease first TF Pr L .24 .049 

 FT Ease third TF Pr L .25 .043 

  TF Pr M .27 .03 

  TF Pr R .29 .019 

  TF Ce R .25 .047 

  TF Oc L .27 .027 

  TF Oc R .29 .019 

 TF Vividness TF Pr L .26 .037 

  TF Pr M .28 .022 

  TF Ce L .25 .047 

  TF Ce M .28 .024 

  TF Ce R .28 .025 

  TF Pa M .24 .05 

  TF Pa R .24 .05 

 TF Ease first FT Oc R -.25 .042 
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  TF Pr L .25 .041 

  TF Pr M .26 .039 

  TF Ce M .26 .034 

  TF Ce R .28 .024 

 VVIQ TF Pr L .26 .039 

  TF Pr M .27 .031 

4300–5650 FT Vividness TF Pa R .24 .049 

  TF Oc M .26 .034 

  TF Oc R .25 .04 

 FT Ease first TF Ce M .26 .036 

 FT Ease third TF Pr R .25 .042 

  TF Fr R .25 .046 

  TF Ce R .26 .035 

  TF Oc R .32 .009 

 FT Familiarity FT Oc R .26 .033 

  TF Oc R .24 .049 

 TF Ease first TF Ce R .28 .024 

 VVIQ TF Pr M .27 .032 

5650–7000 FT Ease third TF Ce R .26 .038 

 FT Familiarity FT Oc R .25 .044 

  TF Oc R .24 .049 

 TF Ease third TF Ce R .25 .048 

 

Degrees of freedom = 64 for all correlations. 

FT: First-person to third-person switch condition, TF: Third-person to first-person switch 

condition. 

Pr: Prefrontal, Fr: Frontal, Ce: Central, Pa: Parietal, Oc: Occipital. 

L: Left, M: Middle, R: Right.  
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Table 5 

Experiment 2: SCP ANOVA Results 

Measure df F ηp
2 

0–2500 ms 

Pronoun 1,40 0.81 .02 

Anteriority 2.81,112.32 0.29 .01 

Laterality 1.65,66.11 0.36 .01 

Anteriority × Laterality 

 

2.81,112.28 

 

1.94 

 

.05 

 

Perspective 1,40 1.39 .03 

Anteriority 3.27,130.86 0.33 .01 

Laterality 2,80 2.53† .06 

Anteriority × Laterality 

 

3.8,152.09 

 

1.57 

 

.04 

 

Perspective × Pronoun 1,40 0.83 .02 

Anteriority 2.54,101.44 0.58 .01 

Laterality 2,80 1.13 .03 

Anteriority × Laterality 3.26,130.47 0.83 .02 

2500–5000 ms 

Pronoun 1,40 0.06 .001 

Anteriority 2.15,86.1 0.38 .01 

Laterality 1.36,54.51 0.13 .003 

Anteriority × Laterality 

 

1.9,76.02 

 

1.23 

 

.03 

 

Perspective 1,40 0.15 .004 

Anteriority 3.1,123.93 1.28 .03 

Laterality 1.8,72.12 0.82 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 

 

2.63,104.99 

 

1.29 

 

.03 

 

Perspective × Pronoun 1,40 0.19 .01 

Anteriority 3.02,120.7 0.88 .02 

Laterality 2,80 0.07 .002 

Anteriority × Laterality 3.2,127.95 0.67 .02 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1.  
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Table 6 

Experiment 2: Behavioural Means 

 First Person Third Person 

 I He/She I He/She 

Measure M SEM M SEM M SEM M SEM 

Viv. People 4.90 0.15 4.84 0.14 4.87 0.14 4.87 0.14 

Viv. Objects 5.32 0.12 5.19 0.11 5.11 0.12 5.13 0.12 

Viv. Location 4.77 0.12 4.60 0.12 4.75 0.12 4.77 0.12 

Viv. Emotions 3.73 0.13 3.72 0.13 3.57 0.13 3.60 0.13 

Viv. Touch 4.22 0.16 4.11 0.15 3.82 0.15 3.78 0.16 

Importance 3.39 0.14 3.32 0.14 3.28 0.13 3.26 0.14 

Beginning 0.32 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.28 0.02 0.28 0.02 

Middle 0.62 0.03 0.62 0.03 0.65 0.03 0.63 0.03 

End 0.25 0.02 0.23 0.02 0.24 0.02 0.24 0.02 

 

Viv.: Vividness of  
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Table 7 

Experiment 2: Behavioural ANOVA 

 Pronoun Perspective Pronoun × Perspective 

Measure F ηp
2 F ηp

2 F ηp
2 

Viv. People 0.86 .01 0.0003 .000005 1.05 .02 

Viv. Objects 2.57 .04 8.15** .11 3.51† .05 

Viv. Location 1.77 .03 1.91 .03 6.15* .08 

Viv. Emotions 0.13 .00 7.82** .10 0.14 .002 

Viv. Touch 3.70† .05 33.32*** .33 0.70 .01 

Importance 1.31 .02 3.28† .05 0.52 .01 

Beginning 0.42 .01 3.82† .05 1.12 .02 

Middle 0.59 .01 2.62 .04 0.22 .003 

End 0.34 .005 0.14 .002 1.69 .02 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .000001.  Viv.: Vividness of. All df values are 1,68, apart 

from the Beginning, Middle, and End measures, which are 1,67.  
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Table 8 

Experiment 2: Significant Correlations 

Time Measure Pronoun Perspective Anteriority Laterality r p 

0–2500 
I FP 

Emotions 
He/She TP Pa L .3 .043 

 I TP 

Objects 
I FP Pr M -.3 .039 

  I FP Pr R -.3 .041 

 He/She FP 

People 
I TP Ce L .3 .041 

 He/She FP 

Location 
He/She TP Oc M .3 .038 

 He/She TP 

Emotions 
He/She TP Pa L .29 .046 

 He/She TP 

Objects 
I FP Pr M -.3 .042 

0–5000 
I FP 

People 
I TP Ce L .31 .035 

  I TP Oc M .3 .039 

 I FP 

Emotions 
He/She FP Pa L .29 .049 

  He/She TP Pa L .29 .05 

 I TP 

Objects 
I FP Pr M -.31 .036 

  I FP Pr R -.31 .036 

 He/She FP 

People 
I TP Ce L .31 .037 

 He/She FP 

Location 
He/She TP Oc M .29 .046 

 He/She TP 

Location 
He/She TP Oc M .31 .037 

 He/She TP 

Objects 
I FP Pr M -.31 .033 

  I FP Pr R -.3 .044 

  I FP Fr M -.29 .049 

2500–5000 
I FP 

People 
I TP Ce L .31 .037 
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  I TP Oc M .31 .035 

 I FP 

Emotions 
He/She FP Pa L .29 .047 

 I TP 

Objects 
I FP Pr M -.3 .038 

  I FP Pr R -.3 .038 

 He/She FP 

People 
I TP Ce L .29 .048 

 He/She TP 

Location 
He/She TP Oc M .3 .038 

 He/She TP 

Objects 
I FP Pr M -.31 .031 

  I FP Pr R -.29 .045 

  I FP Fr M -.29 .045 

 

 

Degrees of freedom = 46 for all correlations. 

FP: First-person perspective, TP: Third-person perspective. 

Pr: Prefrontal, Fr: Frontal, Ce: Central, Pa: Parietal, Oc: Occipital. 

L: Left, M: Middle, R: Right. 
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Table 9 

Experiment 3a Retrieval Phase: SCP ANOVA Results 

Measure df F ηp
2 

0–500 ms 

Perspective 1,42 0.06 .001 

Anteriority 1.68,70.46 1.72 .04 

Laterality 1.45,61.09 0.65 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.80,75.63 0.88 .02 

500–1000 ms 

Perspective 1,42 0.60 .01 

Anteriority 1.65,69.34 1.15 .03 

Laterality 1.36,56.91 0.80 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.60,67.31 1.07 .03 

1000–1500 ms 

Perspective 1,41 1.66 .04 

Anteriority 1.44,58.98 1.59 .04 

Laterality 1.70,69.88 0.14 .003 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.73,70.93 0.40 .01 

1500–2000 ms 

Perspective 1,41 0.51 .01 

Anteriority 1.31,53.8 1.48 .03 

Laterality 1.60,65.46 0.15 .004 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.45,59.65 0.34 .01 

2000–2500 ms 

Perspective 1,39 0.80 .02 

Anteriority 1.64,63.88 0.39 .01 

Laterality 1.69,65.81 0.72 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 5.86,228.59 0.43 .01 

2500–3000 ms 

Perspective 1,37 0.01 .0002 

Anteriority 2.05,75.98 0.58 .02 

Laterality 1.59,58.74 1.38 .04 

Anteriority × Laterality 5.46,201.97 0.61 .02 

3000–3500 ms 

Perspective 1,32 0.07 .002 

Anteriority 2.25,72.14 0.64 .02 

Laterality 1.48,47.32 1.36 .04 

Anteriority × Laterality 4.57,146.35 0.58 .02 

None of the effects in this analysis were significant. 
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Table 10 

Experiment 3a Maintenance Phase: SCP ANOVA Results 

Measure df F ηp
2 

0–2000 ms 

Perspective 1,48 0.42 .01 

Anteriority 1.84,88.35 0.18 .004 

Laterality 1.97,94.66 3.83* .07 

Anteriority × Laterality 5.62,269.63 0.48 .01 

2000–4000 ms 

Perspective 1,48 0.89 .02 

Anteriority 1.88,90.4 1.59 .03 

Laterality 2,96 2.80† .06 

Anteriority × Laterality 4.42,212.21 0.83 .02 

0–4000 ms 

Perspective 1,48 0.81 .02 

Anteriority 1.81,86.77 0.95 .02 

Laterality 2,96 3.62* .07 

Anteriority × Laterality 4.61,221.41 0.70 .01 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1, *p < .05. 
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Table 11 

Experiment 3a: Behavioural Means and ANOVA Results 

 First Person Third Person ANOVA 

Measure M SEM M SEM F ηp
2 

Vividness 4.91 0.13 4.83 0.13 3.56† 0.07 

Importance 3.24 0.15 3.18 0.14 2.59 0.05 

Beginning 0.34 0.03 0.32 0.03 1.18 0.03 

Middle 0.70 0.03 0.70 0.03 0.07 0.001 

End 0.29 0.03 0.31 0.03 2.46 0.05 

Recency 1898.88 55.51 1881.22 55.89 0.20 0.004 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1. All df values are 1,47.  
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Table 12 

Experiment 3a, Maintenance: Significant Correlations 

Time Measure Perspective Anteriority Laterality r p 

0–2000 FP Vividness TP Oc M .32 .026 

 FP Importance TP Pr M .33 .02 

  TP Pr R .35 .014 

  TP Fr R .31 .032 

  TP Pa R .3 .038 

  TP Oc M .41 .003 

  TP Oc R .36 .011 

 TP Importance TP Pr M .3 .038 

  TP Pr R .3 .034 

  TP Oc M .42 .003 

  TP Oc R .36 .011 

 TP Days FP Pr M .3 .04 

  FP Pr R .32 .027 

  FP Fr M .32 .025 

  FP Fr R .31 .029 

0–4000 FP Vividness TP Ce L .29 .047 

  TP Oc M .31 .03 

 FP Importance TP Pr M .3 .035 

  TP Pr R .32 .024 

  TP Fr R .29 .044 

  TP Ce M .29 .043 

  TP Pa L .29 .043 

  TP Pa M .33 .021 

  TP Pa R .34 .018 

  TP Oc L .31 .032 

  TP Oc M .44 .002 

  TP Oc R .37 .01 

 TP Importance FP Oc M .29 .041 

  TP Pr R .28 .049 

  TP Pa M .29 .04 

  TP Pa R .32 .026 

  TP Oc L .31 .03 

  TP Oc M .45 .001 

  TP Oc R .37 .01 

2000–4000 FP Vividness TP Oc M .29 .042 

 FP Importance FP Oc L .3 .035 
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  FP Oc M .3 .038 

  TP Pr R .29 .045 

  TP Ce L .3 .036 

  TP Ce M .3 .036 

  TP Pa L .3 .037 

  TP Pa M .36 .011 

  TP Pa R .34 .016 

  TP Oc L .32 .023 

  TP Oc M .44 .002 

  TP Oc R .35 .014 

 TP Importance FP Oc L .31 .028 

  FP Oc M .32 .023 

  TP Ce L .28 .049 

  TP Pa M .32 .024 

  TP Pa R .33 .022 

  TP Oc L .33 .022 

  TP Oc M .45 .001 

  TP Oc R .35 .013 

 

Degrees of freedom = 47 for all correlations. 

FP: First-person perspective, TP: Third-person perspective. 

Pr: Prefrontal, Fr: Frontal, Ce: Central, Pa: Parietal, Oc: Occipital. 

L: Left, M: Middle, R: Right.  
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Table 13 

Experiment 3a, Retrieval: Significant Correlations 

Time Measure Perspective Anteriority Laterality df r p 

500 FP Vividness TP Pr L 41 .33 .029 

  TP Pr M 41 .35 .02 

  TP Pr R 41 .33 .028 

  TP Fr M 41 .34 .027 

  TP Oc R 41 -.31 .046 

 FP Importance TP Pr M 41 .3 .049 

  TP Fr L 41 .35 .021 

  TP Fr M 41 .34 .024 

  TP Fr R 41 .36 .02 

  TP Ce R 41 .36 .017 

  TP Pa L 41 .37 .015 

 FP Beginning FP Pr L 41 -.31 .046 

  FP Pr M 41 -.3 .048 

  FP Pr R 41 -.37 .014 

 FP End FP Pr L 41 -.36 .018 

  FP Pr M 41 -.3 .048 

  FP Pr R 41 -.37 .015 

 TP Vividness FP Oc L 41 .31 .042 

  TP Pr L 41 .31 .047 

  TP Fr M 41 .31 .041 

  TP Oc L 41 .3 .048 

  TP Oc R 41 -.34 .028 

 TP Importance TP Fr L 41 .32 .036 

  TP Fr M 41 .32 .035 

  TP Fr R 41 .32 .036 

  TP Ce R 41 .33 .029 

  TP Pa L 41 .33 .032 

 TP Days FP Oc R 41 .32 .038 

 TP Beginning FP Pr R 41 -.36 .017 

 TP End FP Pr L 41 -.43 .004 

  FP Pr M 41 -.39 .009 

  FP Pr R 41 -.41 .006 

  FP Fr L 41 -.36 .018 

  FP Fr M 41 -.37 .016 

  FP Fr R 41 -.34 .025 

  FP Ce L 41 -.34 .026 
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  FP Pa L 41 -.3 .049 

1000 FP Vividness TP Pr L 41 .4 .008 

  TP Pr M 41 .41 .006 

  TP Pr R 41 .4 .009 

  TP Fr M 41 .36 .019 

  TP Fr R 41 .3 .049 

  TP Oc R 41 -.3 .048 

 FP Importance TP Pr L 41 .37 .014 

  TP Pr M 41 .37 .015 

  TP Pr R 41 .37 .016 

  TP Fr L 41 .42 .005 

  TP Fr M 41 .39 .009 

  TP Fr R 41 .41 .007 

  TP Ce R 41 .36 .017 

  TP Pa L 41 .36 .017 

  TP Pa M 41 .31 .044 

 FP Beginning FP Pr R 41 -.34 .027 

 FP End FP Pr L 41 -.33 .032 

  FP Pr R 41 -.35 .021 

 TP Vividness TP Pr L 41 .37 .016 

  TP Pr M 41 .36 .018 

  TP Pr R 41 .33 .033 

  TP Fr M 41 .34 .027 

  TP Oc R 41 -.33 .029 

 TP Importance TP Pr L 41 .34 .024 

  TP Pr M 41 .33 .03 

  TP Pr R 41 .33 .029 

  TP Fr L 41 .38 .011 

  TP Fr M 41 .37 .015 

  TP Fr R 41 .38 .013 

  TP Ce R 41 .34 .028 

  TP Pa L 41 .32 .035 

 TP Days FP Ce M 41 .32 .037 

  FP Oc R 41 .34 .024 

 TP Beginning FP Pr R 41 -.35 .022 

 TP End FP Pr L 41 -.4 .007 

  FP Pr M 41 -.37 .015 

  FP Pr R 41 -.39 .01 

  FP Fr L 41 -.34 .028 

  FP Fr M 41 -.34 .025 

  FP Fr R 41 -.33 .031 
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  FP Ce L 41 -.34 .028 

  FP Oc R 41 -.31 .046 

1500 FP Vividness TP Pr L 40 .35 .023 

  TP Pr M 40 .37 .015 

  TP Pr R 40 .33 .03 

  TP Fr M 40 .33 .034 

  TP Oc R 40 -.31 .045 

 FP Importance TP Pr L 40 .38 .014 

  TP Pr M 40 .38 .014 

  TP Pr R 40 .38 .013 

  TP Fr L 40 .47 .002 

  TP Fr M 40 .39 .012 

  TP Fr R 40 .38 .013 

  TP Ce R 40 .33 .031 

  TP Pa L 40 .35 .021 

 FP Days TP Oc L 40 -.34 .029 

 FP Beginning FP Pr R 40 -.32 .041 

 FP End FP Pr L 40 -.37 .015 

  FP Pr R 40 -.36 .021 

  FP Fr M 40 -.31 .045 

  FP Ce L 40 -.32 .042 

  FP Oc R 40 -.31 .045 

 TP Vividness TP Pr L 40 .31 .047 

  TP Pr M 40 .32 .039 

  TP Fr M 40 .31 .047 

  TP Oc R 40 -.34 .028 

 TP Importance TP Pr L 40 .36 .019 

  TP Pr M 40 .35 .024 

  TP Pr R 40 .36 .019 

  TP Fr L 40 .44 .004 

  TP Fr M 40 .37 .016 

  TP Fr R 40 .36 .019 

  TP Ce R 40 .31 .05 

  TP Pa L 40 .32 .042 

 TP End FP Pr L 40 -.44 .003 

  FP Pr M 40 -.38 .013 

  FP Pr R 40 -.4 .009 

  FP Fr L 40 -.38 .013 

  FP Fr M 40 -.38 .013 

  FP Fr R 40 -.38 .013 

  FP Ce L 40 -.39 .011 
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  FP Ce M 40 -.31 .045 

  FP Ce R 40 -.31 .047 

  FP Pa L 40 -.31 .046 

  FP Oc R 40 -.34 .028 

2000 FP Vividness FP Pa M 40 -.32 .036 

  TP Pr L 40 .33 .035 

  TP Pr M 40 .35 .025 

 FP Importance TP Pr L 40 .36 .02 

  TP Pr M 40 .36 .021 

  TP Pr R 40 .36 .021 

  TP Fr L 40 .49 .001 

  TP Fr M 40 .36 .019 

  TP Fr R 40 .35 .025 

  TP Pa L 40 .35 .023 

 FP Days TP Oc L 40 -.33 .034 

 FP Beginning FP Pr L 40 -.34 .029 

  FP Pr R 40 -.32 .041 

  TP Oc M 40 -.31 .047 

 FP End FP Pr L 40 -.44 .004 

  FP Pr M 40 -.34 .026 

  FP Pr R 40 -.39 .011 

  FP Fr L 40 -.35 .025 

  FP Fr M 40 -.37 .016 

  FP Fr R 40 -.35 .023 

  FP Ce L 40 -.38 .014 

  FP Ce M 40 -.32 .04 

  FP Oc R 40 -.37 .015 

 TP Vividness FP Pa M 40 -.35 .025 

  FP Oc L 40 .31 .05 

  TP Pr M 40 .31 .049 

  TP Oc R 40 -.33 .035 

 TP Importance TP Pr L 40 .35 .023 

  TP Pr M 40 .34 .028 

  TP Pr R 40 .35 .024 

  TP Fr L 40 .46 .002 

  TP Fr M 40 .36 .021 

  TP Fr R 40 .34 .03 

  TP Pa L 40 .31 .043 

 TP Beginning FP Pr L 40 -.34 .027 

  FP Pr R 40 -.32 .037 

  TP Oc M 40 -.33 .035 
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 TP End FP Pr L 40 -.48 .001 

  FP Pr M 40 -.4 .009 

  FP Pr R 40 -.39 .012 

  FP Fr L 40 -.39 .012 

  FP Fr M 40 -.4 .009 

  FP Fr R 40 -.4 .008 

  FP Ce L 40 -.41 .007 

  FP Ce M 40 -.33 .035 

  FP Ce R 40 -.32 .038 

  FP Pa L 40 -.33 .032 

  FP Oc R 40 -.39 .011 

2500 FP Vividness TP Pr L 38 .36 .024 

  TP Pr M 38 .4 .01 

  TP Pr R 38 .36 .023 

  TP Fr M 38 .33 .039 

  TP Oc L 38 .33 .038 

 FP Importance TP Oc L 38 .43 .006 

 FP Beginning FP Pr L 38 -.35 .029 

 FP End FP Pr L 38 -.35 .027 

  FP Oc R 38 -.32 .042 

 TP Vividness TP Pr L 38 .36 .022 

  TP Pr M 38 .39 .012 

  TP Pr R 38 .34 .031 

  TP Fr M 38 .34 .03 

  TP Oc L 38 .4 .011 

 TP Importance TP Oc L 38 .41 .008 

 TP Beginning FP Pr L 38 -.33 .037 

 TP Middle TP Ce R 38 .32 .043 

 TP End FP Pr L 38 -.37 .017 

  FP Ce L 38 -.32 .045 

  FP Oc L 38 -.32 .047 

  FP Oc R 38 -.35 .028 

3000 FP Vividness TP Pr M 37 .35 .027 

 FP Importance TP Oc L 37 .41 .01 

 TP Vividness TP Pr L 37 .32 .048 

  TP Pr M 37 .35 .031 

  TP Oc L 37 .34 .034 

 TP Importance TP Oc L 37 .39 .014 

3500 FP Vividness FP Ce L 32 -.34 .05 

  FP Ce M 32 -.39 .022 

  FP Ce R 32 -.35 .045 
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  FP Pa L 32 -.35 .045 

  FP Pa M 32 -.37 .03 

  FP Pa R 32 -.4 .019 

  FP Oc M 32 -.39 .023 

  FP Oc R 32 -.43 .012 

 FP Importance FP Pr L 32 -.39 .022 

  FP Pr M 32 -.38 .029 

  FP Fr L 32 -.36 .037 

 TP Vividness FP Ce M 32 -.37 .029 

  FP Ce R 32 -.36 .035 

  FP Pa M 32 -.37 .033 

  FP Pa R 32 -.4 .021 

  FP Oc M 32 -.38 .025 

  FP Oc R 32 -.34 .048 

 TP Importance FP Pr L 32 -.41 .015 

  FP Pr M 32 -.4 .018 

  FP Pr R 32 -.36 .036 

  FP Fr L 32 -.36 .034 

  FP Ce M 32 -.37 .033 

 

FP: First-person perspective, TP: Third-person perspective. 

Pr: Prefrontal, Fr: Frontal, Ce: Central, Pa: Parietal, Oc: Occipital. 

L: Left, M: Middle, R: Right.  
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Table 14 

Experiment 3b Retrieval Phase: SCP ANOVA Results  

Measure df F ηp
2 

0–500 ms 

Perspective 1,67 1.44 .02 

Anteriority 1.52,102.06 3.51* .05 

Laterality 1.45,97.16 0.91 .01 

Anteriority × Laterality 2.34,157.03 0.69 .01 

500–1000 ms 

Perspective 1,67 2.25 .03 

Anteriority 1.55,104.14 2.83† .04 

Laterality 1.96,131.35 0.19 .003 

Anteriority × Laterality 3.28,219.57 1.26 .02 

1000–1500 ms 

Perspective 1,67 0.20 .003 

Anteriority 1.22,81.64 0.43 .01 

Laterality 1.08,72.2 1.06 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.14,76.39 0.88 .01 

1500–2000 ms 

Perspective 1,65 0.43 .01 

Anteriority 1.85,120.15 0.87 .01 

Laterality 1.26,81.84 0.12 .002 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.46,94.82 0.75 .01 

2000–2500 ms 

Perspective 1,62 0.14 .002 

Anteriority 1.82,112.53 2.24 .03 

Laterality 1.97,121.91 0.61 .01 

Anteriority × Laterality 2.03,126.11 0.57 .01 

2500–3000 ms 

Perspective 1,61 0.06 .001 

Anteriority 2.1,127.92 0.70 .01 

Laterality 1.43,87.43 1.35 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 2.02,123.1 1.48 .02 

3000–3500 ms 

Perspective 1,57 0.26 .005 

Anteriority 1.46,83.15 1.50 .03 

Laterality 1.42,80.82 1.05 .02 

Anteriority × Laterality 1.36,77.48 0.65 .01 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1, *p < .05.  
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Table 15 

Experiment 3b Maintenance Phase: SCP ANOVA Results  

Measure df F ηp
2 

0–2000 ms 

Perspective 1,36 0.84 .02 

Anteriority 2.74,98.71 0.81 .02 

Laterality 1.77,63.67 0.52 .01 

Anteriority × Laterality 3.37,121.32 1.38 .04 

2000–4000 ms 

Perspective 1,36 0.50 .01 

Anteriority 2.77,99.85 0.85 .02 

Laterality 1.99,71.54 1.15 .03 

Anteriority × Laterality 3.79,136.58 1.96 .05 

0–4000 ms 

Perspective 1,36 0.64 .02 

Anteriority 2.77,99.68 0.87 .02 

Laterality 2,72 0.41 .01 

Anteriority × Laterality 3.65,131.47 1.92 .05 
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Table 16 

Experiment 3b: Behavioural Means and ANOVA Results 

 First Person Third Person ANOVA 

Measure M SEM M SEM F ηp
2 

Vividness 5.13 0.11 4.96 0.11 9.59** .003 

Importance 3.27 0.14 3.19 0.13 3.43† .07 

Beginning 0.44 0.03 0.41 0.03 5.32* .02 

Middle 0.65 0.03 0.66 0.03 0.73 .40 

End 0.42 0.03 0.38 0.03 5.26* .03 

Recency 1395.46 50.24 1452.44 53.23 3.64† .06 

 

†.05 ≤ p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01. All df values are 1,65.  
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Table 17 

Experiment 3b, Retrieval: Significant Correlations 

Time Measure Perspective Anteriority Laterality df r p 

500 FP End TP Oc R 62 -.29 .021 

 TP Vividness TP Pa L 62 .26 .038 

  TP Pa M 62 .25 .044 

 TP Middle TP Fr L 62 -.27 .031 

  TP Fr M 62 -.25 .045 

  TP Fr R 62 -.26 .036 

 TP End FP Ce R 62 -.3 .017 

  FP Pa R 62 -.3 .018 

  TP Oc R 62 -.34 .006 

1000  FP Ce R 62 -.29 .022 

  FP Pa R 62 -.25 .047 

  TP Oc R 62 -.25 .045 

1500 FP Vividness FP Pr R 62 -.25 .044 

 TP End FP Ce R 62 -.33 .008 

  FP Pa R 62 -.26 .042 

  TP Oc R 62 -.29 .019 

2000 FP Vividness FP Pr R 61 -.25 .049 

 FP End FP Oc R 61 -.32 .01 

 TP End FP Ce R 61 -.35 .005 

  FP Pa L 61 -.27 .032 

  FP Pa R 61 -.27 .03 

  FP Oc R 61 -.37 .003 

  TP Oc R 61 -.28 .026 

2500 FP Importance TP Pr L 58 -.34 .007 

  TP Pr M 58 -.31 .016 

  TP Pr R 58 -.28 .028 

  TP Fr L 58 -.38 .003 

  TP Fr M 58 -.34 .009 

  TP Fr R 58 -.3 .02 

  TP Ce L 58 -.3 .02 

  TP Ce M 58 -.31 .018 

  TP Ce R 58 -.28 .033 

 FP Beginning FP Pr L 58 .26 .044 

 TP Importance TP Pr L 58 -.29 .024 

  TP Fr L 58 -.32 .013 

  TP Fr M 58 -.27 .039 
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  TP Ce M 58 -.29 .026 

 TP Days FP Fr M 58 -.26 .043 

 TP End FP Ce R 58 -.3 .019 

3000 FP Vividness TP Pr R 57 -.28 .033 

  TP Fr L 57 -.26 .044 

 FP Importance TP Pr L 57 -.28 .032 

  TP Pr M 57 -.27 .042 

  TP Fr L 57 -.3 .022 

 FP Middle TP Fr L 57 -.26 .047 

 FP End FP Oc R 57 -.39 .002 

  TP Oc R 57 -.31 .017 

 TP Days FP Fr M 57 -.32 .012 

 TP Middle TP Pr M 57 -.27 .038 

  TP Fr L 57 -.34 .008 

  TP Fr M 57 -.32 .014 

  TP Fr R 57 -.28 .034 

 TP End FP Oc R 57 -.39 .002 

  TP Oc R 57 -.34 .009 

3500 FP Importance FP Fr M 53 .3 .027 

  FP Fr R 53 .27 .045 

  TP Pr L 53 -.29 .035 

  TP Fr L 53 -.27 .048 

 FP Days FP Fr M 53 -.28 .041 

 FP Beginning TP Pa R 53 -.27 .043 

 FP Middle FP Pr L 53 .28 .037 

  FP Pr M 53 .29 .033 

  FP Fr L 53 .38 .005 

  FP Fr M 53 .3 .028 

  FP Fr R 53 .32 .016 

  FP Ce L 53 .43 .001 

  FP Ce M 53 .31 .024 

  FP Ce R 53 .33 .016 

  FP Pa R 53 .28 .04 

 FP End FP Ce R 53 -.3 .026 

  FP Oc R 53 -.41 .002 

  TP Pa L 53 -.32 .017 

  TP Oc R 53 -.34 .011 

 TP Importance TP Pr L 53 -.27 .049 

 TP Middle FP Fr L 53 .36 .007 

  FP Fr M 53 .29 .033 

  FP Fr R 53 .32 .018 
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  FP Ce L 53 .45 < .0005 

  FP Ce M 53 .34 .011 

  FP Ce R 53 .37 .005 

  FP Pa L 53 .29 .033 

  FP Pa M 53 .3 .028 

  TP Fr L 53 -.28 .038 

 TP End FP Ce M 53 -.3 .025 

  FP Ce R 53 -.38 .005 

  FP Pa L 53 -.35 .009 

  FP Pa M 53 -.3 .024 

  FP Oc R 53 -.44 .001 

  TP Pa L 53 -.29 .034 

  TP Oc R 53 -.4 .002 

 

FP: First-person perspective, TP: Third-person perspective. 

Pr: Prefrontal, Fr: Frontal, Ce: Central, Pa: Parietal, Oc: Occipital. 

L: Left, M: Middle, R: Right. 
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Table 19 

Experiment 3b, Maintenance: Significant Correlations 

Time Measure Perspective Anteriority Laterality r p 

0–2000 FP End TP Oc R -.32 .019 

 TP Vividness TP Ce L -.27 .047 

 TP End TP Oc R -.35 .009 

0–4000 FP Vividness TP Pr R -.29 .033 

  TP Fr L -.3 .024 

 FP Beginning TP Fr L -.27 .05 

  TP Fr R -.27 .046 

  TP Ce R -.31 .019 

 FP End TP Oc R -.31 .023 

 TP Vividness TP Fr L -.28 .041 

  TP Ce L -.28 .042 

 TP Importance FP Pr L -.29 .032 

 TP Middle FP Pr M -.32 .017 

  FP Fr L -.34 .011 

  FP Fr M -.34 .01 

  FP Fr R -.34 .011 

  TP Fr M -.27 .049 

 TP End TP Oc R -.32 .016 

2000–4000 FP Vividness TP Pr R -.28 .039 

  TP Fr L -.28 .036 

 FP Importance TP Ce M .27 .046 

  TP Pa M .27 .049 

  TP Pa R .28 .039 

 FP Middle TP Pa R .3 .027 

 FP End FP Oc R -.28 .042 

  TP Oc R -.33 .014 

 TP Vividness TP Fr L -.32 .018 

  TP Ce L -.29 .03 

 TP End FP Oc R -.29 .034 

  TP Oc L -.29 .029 

  TP Oc R -.38 .005 

 

Degrees of freedom = 53 for all correlations. 

FP: First-person perspective, TP: Third-person perspective. 

Pr: Prefrontal, Fr: Frontal, Ce: Central, Pa: Parietal, Oc: Occipital. 
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L: Left, M: Middle, R: Right. 
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